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cieties from HSU at Monday’s Associated
Students

Thé- resolution called for the elimination of the entire Greek system stating,
“fraternities at HSU have violated antihazing-regulations,” and “members have
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ences, did not sign the resolution he
wrote, stating, “I wasn’t able to use
reasoning to show the authors of the

Greek resolution that it was discrimi-

natory. Solused
an example that would

hit home.”

Any student
may submit a resolution
on any subject to the council. Ten valid
competitive attitudes.”
student signatures or two student
Twelve students signed their names in _ councilmembers’ signatures are resupport of the resolution which could be quired.

displayed violent, aggressive and overly

placed on April’s student ballot if passed
by the student council.
A resolution was also
on the
elimination of environmental and political organizations on campus. It states these

organizations at HSU “have been involved
in numerous demonstrations and protests
where numerous laws have been broken.”
Ten students signed the resolution,

Resolutions are used as suggestions
to the student council which may vote
to take action based on the suggestions. They do not implement policy.
The two resolutions
were entered as

new business on Monday. They will be
discussed
at the A.S. meeting
on March

7 at 6 p.m. in the South Lounge of the
University Center.

Going up
As the elevator on the Quad nears completion, Chris Kjer, of Cari Kjer and
Sons, and Kookie take a break. Glass plates are going up, and the elevator
eee
by the middie of next week.

HSU recruitment video targets young, ignores parents
| @ University application process fails.
to assess child care needs, parents Say.
i

:

By Dawn oe

ing video includes more footage
of minority students, it unwit-

overlooks

another

. underrepresented population —
student parents.
“It doesn’t depict anyone who
has a child,” said Trudi Walker,

available that would facilitate
their educational program,”
Walker said.
Even though Walker said she

understands the universityis focused on recruiting a younger

show in KateBuchanan
Room Saturday.
See page 17.

~—

uncounted.
Two

years

Webb said a surveyis taken on

all CSU campuses every five years

to determine student needs and

priorities. The

questionnaire,

which will be administered to a
stratified random sample of 1,000

ago,

the

CSU

students in March, will give stu-

admissions and school relations,
the “child care

dren here, nor would they know
there’s any child care services

Chris Isaak plays sold out

want to encourage these people
to attend,” Walker said.
Not only are student parents
underrepresented, they’re also

legitimate observation”
and “very
good criticism.”

how many -students are also par-

video, they wouldn’t get the feeling that there’s others with chil-

who started
guilt is the hardest thing for me,” said Walsh,
College shortly after the birth of her 4-year-old daughter, Sarah.

“It seems to me that they’d

_

one over 25 appears-in the video
“If someone who has a child

to set up a support group for other student parents. “I think the

get

Center, adding it appears as if no

looks at Humboldt through this

Maureen Waish, a single parent and full-time student, is working

are “more successful and
higher grades.”

dents an opportunity to rate services, including child care.
Margi Stevenson, director of

either.

LUMBERJACK STAFF

the lack of student parents in the
15-minute recruiting videois “a

Women's
Council wanted a question added to the application
packet which would determine

director of the HSU Children’s

ERIN MCALONAN

fairs Edward “Buzz” Webb said

tics show that re-entry students

Although HSU’s new recruittingly

annually
ua in late February.
Ae ns

ents so each campus could identifyits child care needs. The application packet already identifies veteran, minority and dis-

abled student needs.
“Although we had several endorsements, other requests
seemed
to take precedence,”
said

Diane Anderson, chair of the affirmative action Status of
Women subcommittee.
“Since child care has always

target population, “typically what

been aconcern
of the systemwide
‘women’s council, there is some

men come here one year and

a topic of discussion in the fu-

Ive seen is that whereas freshthen transfer out, the families
that have moved here stay.”
Additionally, she said statis-

possibility that this issue will be

ture,” Anderson said, adding the
request for the change to the
admission
booklet comes around

situation is pretty woefully deficient.”
If determining how many parents are - a campus is heavily
pushedat a systemwide level,

the question might be added to
the application packet, said

Stevenson, producer of the video.

Stevenson said the recruiting
video, a project for an advanced
video production class last year,
is shown mainly in high schools.
one no time eum
during eting Oe

video. did | say ‘don’t include
anyone who's older,” Stevenson
said, adding the observation that
student
were overlooked
“is
input to think about.”

. North Coast gangs
a community prc
not a police prablain. ae
.
See pages7and8.
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Students
aresolution
to eliminate fraternities, sororities and honor so-

a
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which was written by physics junior
Mark Nelson.
Nelson, A.S.
tative
for the
College of Na
Resources
and Sci-

ep

By Kassandra Clingan

S

Proposed resolution
aims to eliminate frats
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the news coverageon

Some BSUmembers

our struggle against

I'm black every day

ws

more

is Black

History Month to me.

day off work if they're

MARILYN GEE

lucky.
a
“I’m black every day

African studies senior

and every dayis Black
History Month to me,”
’
said Marilyn Gee, an Africanstud- _ have set up a month of activities,
ies senior.
including a soul food dinner,

Most HSU students enroll in
courses they feel they need or
want to know more about, in-

cluding a number of courses on
black history.
Grade and high school students

a month,it

should be a part of

She said a solution
would be to incorporate
it in grade schools, reinforc-

enough

for Black History Month.

Statements such as “Yeah, they

“If it doesn't come from the
family or church, black historyis

Gee said the calendar has not
been highly publicized, so it is
shortest and the coldest of “the “sul
cOmmunity
to take part
year,” aréoften heard
in answer ie ctethe te the month.
to questions dealing with-Black- _-TheBSUneeds morefeedback
History Month.
in order
to put together a month
“It is representative of what ‘of events next year which would

said LaTrecia Johnson, a psychol-

some whites really want to do to
blacks,” said Drew Koupal, a so-

don’t. always have that option.

They have torely on their teacher
to give themyell-rounded know!edge and learning skills. .--.
usually set aside for 11 months,”

gave us a month, but it is the

open eyes and help the struggle
against racial ignorance,
she said.

State prison spending increases as educational declines
l™ Gov. Pete Wilson has proposed six

Prison costs vs. costs of higher education

more prisons be built on top of the other
five built while he has been in office.
State spending for prisons
has
climbedA eniie.-8
ina ten teak
for

Corrections and $1.7 billion to

higher education, according to
the CSSA. Students
are

to contribute
$722 million in
addition to the proposed $1.7

This year the corrections de-

partment received $2.7 billion in
state funds while
er educa-

tion was given $1.5 bi

Stu-

ALAALAALAL
ALihi

The cost of confining
one state
r for one year equals the
cost of educating 10 California

Califomia

Univ

students

Soren Unhciy of Cahora
students.
Pelican Bay State Prison houses
2,500 Renates.

dents contributed $590 million
for a total higher-education
budget
of $2.1 billion.
In his State of the State address. last month, Wilson
ae
‘he srrener, Fes cueeed

hold

<coomamnay ten tte toaten.

weoffer
offer $2 billion worth ofbonds
a

MIKI PETERSON
/ THE LUMBERJACK

to build
six more.

They'll complain
that they would prefer to spend

the money on higher education

rather than more prisons. Well,

It is estimated. =

By years.
more anThe prison
8700 population
te et
focaaal by 10.9 percent last
year, and the majority of these
peveneregenngn sient ota

California Department of Corrections Information Officer
Christine
May said the depart-

ment is “actually having to do.
more with less,” despite increased
funding
by the state.
“It costs more to house an inmate becauseof security. We have
to watch someone 24 hours a
day. Students
need less supervision, so it costs less,” May said.
She said upto 12 percentof

prison funding is spent on health

care, which the state is required
"are
educational

ea funding
programs er
tote

By Kassandra Clingan

ot nage

tion and acknowl-

ing academic studies with an
overtone of black history which
is not taken out of context.
HSU's BSUis one of the few to
put together
a calendar of events

or recognition.

Oy

edged that way,”
= Johnson said.

speakers and a talent show as
well as lectures and discussions.
Still, witha full calendar,
those
members
feel blacks are not given
time
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tive as U.S. history ina week. - toeduca
people on those
te
black ber of the BSU. “We
Both statements are common contributors andleaderswhoare
receiv
this much because
ed we
views of members
of the Black not commonly recognized. They stand out due to our color and

ge
PPP

days?” asked Keishawn Hodge,
an economi
senior and
cs
mem-

eg

© SomeBSUmembersviewBlack
Histo
Month as anopportunity
ry

sotheycanmakethe
excuse of at

least giving a token effort.”
§ “Howcany
put hundreds
ou of
years of black heritage
into 28

a

should be its
- Black
history ina monthisjustaseffec-

ed each year, leaving the other black contributors
unknown.”

es

Blackness is infinite
and so

ogy senior. “The same peopleare

Nae
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Traci A. Wooden

ae

cial science senior. “They don’t

aig

@ Black History Month leaves many
students wanting more and offers others
a chance to educate.
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Month divides students
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Radio DJ thrashes her way to the top
By Jennifer Moline

TOMBERUACK STAPF

If you happen to tune into KHSU 90.5
FM on Thursdays from midnight to 3

representatives from the West Coast.
ghe vantthd workthe be KRPE, the sto.
dent-run, carrier-current radio station
which airs on campus, “before it had the

call letters,
in '87 or ’88,” she said.
In 1989 Donahue began working at
KHSU. Although she has had opportuni-

a.m., be prepared for the ear-splitting
noise which is “Into the Pit.”
The woman behind the voice is art
senior Shannon Donahue, recipient of
KHSU’s David C. Moore Memorial “No
Borders” Volunteer of the Year Award.
The award’s namesake was a KHSU
music programmer, music director and

ties to pursue radio as a career, she does

not have the desire to move to Los Angeles
Donahue’s heavy metal show is no exception. “I play a wide spectrum,” she said,
“from commercial to death metal.
“I like what (the record company) Ear-

“No Borders Radio,” which still airs on

“The Large World” on Thursdays at 2

ache puts out. I like Entombed, Carcass,
Soundgarden, Fetish 69 and Alice in

p.m. Moore died of leukemia in 1990.
Donahue is “one of those volunteers

she agrees to do and is very consistent
and very thorough, and does everything

with a very positive and non-selfish attitude,” stated KHSU Acting General Manager Jill Paydon in a press release.

In September, Donahue,
25, was
a pan-

elist at a nationwide Hard Rock Convention in Burbank. She was the only female
on the college
radio panel and one
of only

|

or New York.
KHSU is known for its diversity, and

co-development director who produced

who does a real good job at whatever task

[[f}

Chains.”
But Donahue’s tastes are not solely
linked
to heavy metal. She has also programmed blues shows, and likes jazz,
classical, reggae and rap.
“T’ve been exposed
to almost every genre
of music,” Donahue said. “I have access to

it.”
Taking her love of metal beyond the

TIME
() FLIES
Tackle Shop & Guide Service
The largest selection of all types of fishing gear and
accessories on the Northcoast.

Salt & freshwater
tackle

*Rod blanks & building components
Fly fishing tackle & Accessories Rod & reel repair
Fly tying tools & materials
Fly tying classes
World-wide
fishing adventures *Books, T-shirts,
videos & more
eGuide service for Salmon & Steelhead on all Northem Calif. rivers

815 J Street, Arcata (behind the Co-op)
$22-8331

See Thrash, page5

Shannon Donahue’s show Includes the likes of Sepultura and Entombed.
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Summit: Plans for future made

SE

tae
ae
baseline survey to de-

"we can showcase a lot of what
HSU is alrea
and, we

and universities.
She listened to

students’
pus audits,

termine environmental
curriculum at HSU and what can be

with camfrom their

obstacles and successes.

4

Williams’ track dealt specifically with trying to integrate
en-

.

Grab handle/carry loop.

CCAT and the Campus Recy
cling Program don’t receive
funding, and many are in dire
need of office space.
“We came home enthusias-

FS PPO

we

studies across the

very
project,
we've been asked to find out a lot
about our campus and to look at
it from these three points of
view,” Williams said.
Lyster participated
in the track

NS

a

with

environmental
audits at colleges

Heavy duty
YKK zippers.

tic, and we look forward to work-

IP

FPP

ing with the HSU campus
We've had a lot of
from the administration
and hope
that will continue,”
Williams said.

watching movies and mountain biking.
Donahue became involved in KRFH because her

Cordura Plus
Nvlon

friends did.

smuconsTone
v

“I got to play what I wanted — not the Bee Gees.

Alook at Donahue’s top-ten play list features such
groups as Sepultura, Melvins, Paradise Lost and
KHSU.

In

addition,

as bg

for

her

stepgrandparentsas abilling clerk. All this leaves
little time for anything else, "bia Witdilinn eidors

Neurosis.

“Shannon is such a wonderful person,” music
department Director Brooks Otis stated in a press
release. me
ie
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1563 G Street « Northtown Arcata + 826-0851

terrible music.”

aN

Warranty

about our warranty
is that vou
will never have to use it.

I wanted
to play Entombed.”

puts in 10 to 14 hours a week at

Lifetime

ES

Her team dealt

¢ Continued
from page 3

The Lumberjack
Thompson

the largest fran-

chise sontrolled by an’ African

possession of a concealed

CEERI ro eS apetn bs 18 ingen ee agit ig

i sage

ag

American,
Johnson controls the

CSU Northridge students have
been hit hard by last month's
earthquakes
in the Los Angeles

oldest African-American
womanowned construction
company in
Washington,
and Pryor’s investment banking firm has offices all

a

Veshligtes heath Wi all Street

_ Basin.

ty

hoe looking for poy

state

stu-

dents victimized by the quake.

onjetty
in Samoa
HSU student Robert Young,
22, was pronounced dead by
the Humboldt County Coroner
at 2:10 p.m. Feb. 15, near the

north jetty in Samoa.
He died of aself-inflicted gun
shot wound to the head.
Young, a natural resources
planning major, is originally
from Palo Alto.
A memorial service will be
held today at 2:30 p.m. in
Nelson Hall East 106.

Donations
can be sent to:
The CSUN Trust
Fund
18111 Nordhoff
St.
Northridge,
Calif. 91328
More informationis available
= (818) 880-1900or (310) 45646.

African-American
profiles to be shown

tute in conjunction
with the Pub-

Young is survived by his step-

lic Broadcasting
System Program.
Warren Thompson, Dolores
Johnson and Malcolm Pryor will

parents, Gordon and Jan, and
his brother Jack.

Hall 115 from noon to 1 p.m.

Friends are invited to come
give their last respects.

be profiled
Friday in Siemens

handgun and possession of a
firearm’ on
university
grounds.
The handgun

will be pre-

sented March 11 from noon to 1

is a student at Sonoma State,

On Wednesday a Sunset Hall
resident reported someone
scratched his car and pushed

p.m. in Siemens
Hall 115. More
information
is available by calling Peter Kenyon at 826-4762.

and Moua is a former HSU
student who is enrolled at
Sonoma State.

The arrests came after a
vehicle burglary in the Jolly
Giant parking lot and three
other vehicle burglaries in
Arcata which occurred early

it out of its parking space and

over a concrete bumper in the

Upgrade underway

Jolly Giant Commons lot.

the venti-

On Monday morning at
3:30, UPD Officer Pablo
Jimenez arrested three men
on various charges.
David Chinn Wu, 21 of
Arcata, Sau Moua, 20 of
Rohnert Park, and Lao Xiong,
21 of Rohnert Park, were arrested for suspicion of vehicle
burglary and possession of stolen property.
Moua was also arrested for

lation systems in the Science A
and B buildings
began Monday

and will continue until completion in mid-August.
behind Jenkins Hall is
expected
to be disrupted during
this time, and some work will
consist of asbestos removal. The
project will provide a “state-of-

the-art” bio-technology lab in
Science B.

— Mark Smith

that morning.

After a search of a residence in Rohnert Park, police
said items recovered were

linked to four car burglaries
in Rohnert Park.
Rohnert
Park police said additional charges may be
brought against Moua and
Xiong pending the outcome
of the investigation.
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Wu is a student at the College of the Redwoods, Xiong
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COMMUNITY — snomnranm 7
Hamburg speaks on health
@ Democrat knocks Clinton’s plan for
‘managed care,’ pushes bill for ‘singlepayer’ plan at forum held at HSU.
By Dioscoro R. Recio

purchase plans at a lower cost

COMBERUACK STAFF

than under the present system,

Hamburg said..
“Managed competition would
force a patient to choose one
kind of health care conglomerate or another,” Hamburg said.

Rep. Dan Hamburg, D-Ukiah,
favors a single-payer plan like
Canada’s

and

says

President

Clinton’s health plan would be
complex and expensive.

_.

“They could be cut off from
their physician of choice.
“Single payer does a much
better job of maintaining a
patient’s choice of doctor than
managed competition,” Hamburg said.

Hamburg promoted his plan
in a discussion last Wednesday
in HSU’s Goodwin Forum.

“I think health care should be
a birth right of every resident of
this country, rather than a com-

modity that can be bought and
sold on the market,” Hamburg
said.
Other panelists at the event,

“This has been tried. This has
been done in Canada and
throughout Europe and uns
proven that it works.”

sponsored by HSU’s Political Sci-

Hamburg said a nae

ence Club, included registered

plan, not managed competition,
would cut the millions of dollars
wasted on paperwork under our

nurse ‘Kathy Marshall and Dr.
Phil Williams. About 40 people
attended.
-

present health care system.

Hamburg called for universal

“Managed competition is like
takingan airplane that
has never
flown before,” Hamburg said.
Under the single-payer
system,

access to complete medical services.

Abill
he sponsored differs from
Clinton’s Health Security Act, public insurance premiums
which
is based on managed com- ~-wouldreplace
private premiums.
petition.
The public premiums would
Under managed competition,
appear
as an additional 2.1 persmall businesses who can’t af-

ford health care for their em-

cent of taxable income withheld
from payroll checks. Clinton’s

ployees would form co-ops to

plan calls for a 3.5 percent in-

Aa4 percent payroll tax would
also affect small businesses —
those with fewer than 75 employees and an average annual
wage less than $24,000.

Larger businesses would pay
an 8.4 percent payroll tax.
“Insurance companies are definitely the biggest losers,” Hamburg said.
“But the major insurance
groups have so many other inter-

ests that
I don’t think
it will affect
them that much.”

If the pending

legislation

passes, Marshall said, money
would be set aside to re-train

displaced insurance workers and
provide jobs for them in the public health field.
Marshall also said the plan
would not pay for illegal aliens’
health care.

But she said there would be
funds set aside in case of emergency.
Of “alternative” medicines,

would not be sacrificed, nor
would it take longer to get medical atténtion.”
“The single-payer system is
gaining momentum in the
House,” said Hamburg, who
pointed out one-third of Congress supports
the bill.

Don't move to L.A.
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ane County no gangland
:
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munity, he said.
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Although she
ta
she was not ecloaaie
injured,

Amber Slaughter wasn’t quite as
lucky. Slaughter
was killed “execution style” on Jan. 23 said
John Turner, a Eureka police
detective.
Eureka Police “aa oo
Millsap said the
news

ther hall or in juvenile
vende hall.

eitherin jail or
The crippling of each gang’s hierarchy could mean the start of a
new relationship with the com-

he did admit thet :

but when I ran for

chieflast year, |said ‘gangs aren’t
a police problem,
they area community problem and until the
community
is willing to do some-

thing about it, the problem will
increase,” he said.
Attorney
General
Dan
Lundgren recently issued his

Gangs 2,000 Report, which said
there would be formations of
am erhgrdd
aaa
cacate

cbakscline vith the

ere
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The Lumberjack
Loitering, grafitti main problems

No gang problem in Arcata yet

@ Arcata is the best
in the county when
it comes to gangs,
Officer says.
By Teresa Mills
CALENDAR
—S—SCSCSCSCSSCSCSSCSCS~:S
EDITOR

gang activity, said Eureka’s 18th

ey

some fights.
“Arcata is about the best city to

Gang activity in Arcata could
be a potential problem if ig-

live in when talking about the

gang problems in Humboldt
County,” Mohon said. ©
nored, according to Arcata
He said one reason gangs are
police officials.
emerging
in the county is inner
Arcata Police Chief Mel
city
families
are moving here and
Brown said police officers. are
bringing their children,
who may
seeing more violent behavior
have
been
exposed
to
gang
activfrom young people, and re.
ity
where
they
used
to
live,
and
cently there was some graffiti
in Redwood, Forest relatedt “they may continue the same ctivity here.

“A a of the on we frsteaw ;

Cappuccinos

‘school provides personal

and group counseling for stu-

Humboldt Bay Coffee

dents who are having problems,
he said.
Kellenberg said the new loitering laws enforced by the Arcata
Police Department have reduced
the number of non-students
“hanging around” the school.
But he said occasionally there

Company

Offer Expires 2/28/94

-®

Fureka

© 444-3969

“making it so if you don’t go s
to school there, you can’t loi.
ter outside the school.” {
John Mohon, an Arcata {f
8 Raiders hat backwards

baggy pants is in a gang.”

‘2,50 OFF ANY Day
RUNMER OR SUPER

is graffiti, or “tagging,” on school

property.

Kellenberg said, “We're moni-

and

toring the situation, but I think
we have a
pus.”

relatively safe cam-

danni 13.00 OF
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Sug. Retail

Reg. Price
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“
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He said youths involved in

Street gang has members living
in Arcata. He said the gang has
put graffiti in various places
around Arcata.
He said the main problems in
Arcata have been graffi

Giler valid Mar 9 — Mer 23, 1604
Monday - Thursday 7:45am - 6:00pm
Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm
—am
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just want to belong to some-

in Eureka are a spillover from
Oakland or San Francisco.”
Millsap identified
three Eureka
gangs, the Eureka Village Crips,
18th Street and 20-30. He
F said
there are also reports of gang
formations in Arcata ahd
McKinleyville, the 14th Street
Gang and Bitches With Attitudes
respectively.

said local teen-agers
who go into

right discipline and guidance,
we can steer these kids into other
directions.”
Aslanian said thestylein which
teen-agers choose to express
themselves should not be con-

a

activities, but it’s giving them

thing,” he said. “If they have the

hope for a future.”
- The justice system is also unfair to youth, Fairless said. He

Los Angeles. “Chances
are gangs

a

sociate with gangs.
“These are kids who lack selfesteem and confidence
and who

California Youth Authority for
disciplinary
reasons tend tocome
out more educated about gang
violence than when they entered.
He said the best way to coun-

i

suburban and rural areas,”
Cota

saidina telephone interview from

Ben Fairless, an HSU

“It’s not just a matter of entertaining youth with recreational

vocational programs,” he said.

A

° Continued
from page 7
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a

Gangs: Just expressing freedom

ed as being gang-related.

sel youth is to provide commu-,.

nity involvement
in the areas ©

social

work professor who has been
pais, ect vemgramsencl Po
enile delinquency
in Humboldt
County foe taeipadt 28 yours, said
alta

the reason why teenagers join

iat

gangs is because of the surrogate
family
in society.
“Kids are growing up in fami-

——

lies that aren't working for them,”
he said.

“They tend to follow their
uncles or older brothers into

HUTCHIN'S _
GROCERY, LIQUOR &
vocative, he said.
Another concern Millsap had

was stereotyping.
“People are looking at today’s
youth. and automatically determine they are involved
in gangs,”

he said.
“People

shouldn’t

confuse

gang membership
with freedom
of expression. The majority of

the kids in our community are
- good kids; there are just a small

Sts sald thacbant wap tb come

bat social disorder is by develop- giiigipasis

ing a society that is more caring.

“Weneed to be more concerned

a
lot of youth who are “wannabes”

with our children and families
and develop better schools and

and are easily persuaded to as-

number who are hoodlums.”
“There is a lot of talking going
on these days by our young
people,” Milllsap said, “and we

Budweiser, Coors,
or Miller
12 pack

$6.99 Each

as adults need to listen.”
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City Council gives brewery reprieve
@ A popular Arcata
restaurant is put on
probation — noise
is the problem.

have not had a violation since
then.”
Altjoe said the brewery had
started a process to providemore
timely response to complaints.
“We've started a complaint
process to deal with other complaints,” she said. “We've made
it clear that it’s part of their job
description for employees to get
complaints to supervisors.”
But much of the discussion at
the hearing consisted of com-

By David Courtiand
LUMBER
=—~CSCS—~———SSS
STAFF

After a public hearing which
- at times resembled a court trial,

the Arcata City Council voted 40 to continue the Humboldt
Brewery’s business license.
“We're not interested in driving out businesses,” said Mayor

plaints that Humboldt Brewery
management was unresponsive
to complaints from neighboring
businesses before being cited.

Victor Schaub.
The
motion
by
Councilmember Lou Blazer at
the Feb. 16 meeting included a
warning that if there are “two
substantiated, confirmed” viola-

Minor Theatre owner David
Phillips and others said complaints about odors from the
brewery’s trash bins, alleys
blocked by vans unloading sup-

plies and previous complaints

tions of the ‘brewery’s permit
within four months, another
public hearing will be held.
Councilmember Carl Pellatz
excused himself from the hearing and vote because of a con-

flict of interest.

The brewery
was cited for overcrowding on Sept. 17 after an

employee called Arcata police to
request

crowd-control

assis-

tance, and on Oct. 14 after police were unable to enter the

building for a routine inspection.
Arcata Police Sgt. Thomas
Dewey, the watch commander

about the cooling fan had been
ignored.
Humboldt Brewery owner

Mario Celotto told the council
violations but said steps had been
taken to remedy them.

Altjoe said the cooling fan had

been repaired with new bearings

which brought noise levels down
to permitted limits, and doormen
now keep count of customefs.
“We've hired two people to
count heads, and we adhere
strictly to a policy of limiting
attendance,” Altjoe said. “We

complaints about noise and odor
were being dealt with, but he

felt some of the criticism was
undeserved.
“I think
we do try to be good
neighbors,” Celotto said. “Fin-

gers are beingpointed at us when
they should be looking at other
But after the vote Celotto said
he was satisfied the council had
handled the matter as best it
could.

KIM SCHETTIG/
THE LUMBERJACK

Bucket brigade
Passing the bucket, members of the Ferndale Volunteer
Fire Department compete in the Firemen’s Games in
Ferndale
on Sunday. Company 1 won the annual event,
held every presidents’ weekend since 1957.

Considering
the paper is due
tomorrow, aren'tyou glad
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i
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Late classes create child care : conflicts
™@ Administration overlooks schedule

Susie Cortez-Quintero, a lib-

eral studies, multiple subject se-

impact on Children’s Center, causing
child-care problems for student parents.

dance of late afternoon
classes
this semester
has left the HSU
Children’s
Center unable to meet

numerous requests for after-

school care.

Of the 81 student parents
whose children
are enrolled at
the center, there were 21 after-

classes.”

©

The priority list for an afterschool slot states that the student
parent be a graduating senior,

that the class is required for the
student’s major and that it is not
offered at any other time.

school care requests
for this semester, but only eight spaces

Four parents who fit this criteria were denied care because the

availabl e.
“This is the first time we've

center’s funding does not allow
for the hiring of additional

experienced sucha great demand
for the after-school hours,” said
Trudi Walker, director of the HSU
Children’s Center.
Vice President for Student Affairs Edward “Buzz” Webb.said
he “had noidea of the numberof

people being turned away.”
Late afternoon classes were
scheduled to make

better use of the campus facili-

meet her major requirements.
“It’s a little different being a
single mom because you don’t

have that whole other support
system,” Cortez-Quintero said.
Being a single parent and afull-time student
is like “heaven

and hell combined,” she said.

“It’s so great being with a

kid,” she said, “but then tryin
to spend time with them when
~~ in school is really dift.”

to handle the over-

. The California State Uni-

flow of childen, Walker said.
Nursing senior Louisa Farrel

versity system allocation of

ers

was one of the people who was
denied care for her 4-year-old
daugher, Ivy, although she met

the priority criteria.

Te

sively since the center’s opening
in 1971.
“We've had to turn people away
in the past for studyor work
time,” she said, “but never for

I

The scheduling of an abun-

tive after-school care for her 3year-old son, Sebastian, and was
forced to drop one of her required classes. She said she will
have to stay another semester to

a

SPECIAL
ASSIGNMENTSEDITOR===——CS

nior, was unable to find alterna-

ee

By Dawn Hobbs

_

$40,000
was takenfromthe ©
center last year because of
university budget problems,
Walker said.
“When Buzz’ (Webb) recog-

“If had been a single parent, I

nized this cut would reduce ser-

can see that this would have been

vices at'the center, he found a
much harder for me,” Farrel said. . way to replace it,” Walker said.
“But less than half of the total
“But luckily I have my husband

to take care of Ivy.”
ties, Webb said.
The beginning of a semester
“Academic affairs
made the de.
brings
a certain amount of stress
cision,” he said, “butI don’t think
they: understood the impact it with it, but on top of securing
classes needed to graduate, Farrel
would have.”:
‘Walker said this is the first found herself having to arrange
time the priority list for after- for child care so she could attend
these classes.
school care was used this exten-

amount was replaced.”

Webb said the university will

try to increase enrollment next

year and is “hopeful that the cen-

ter will see some of the money
returned the year after next.”

-

See Center, page 13

RPT EN eae EK
ILLUSTRATION BY RAY LARSEN

‘

Mekye Zastrow, left, Jedidiah Pace and Ivy Farrell, all4,
have been at the Center together for almost three years.

lests mean children in tow
educonflic
d sch
Mismatche
and other holiday schedule
@ Spring break
leave parents with few options to choose from.

By Bote

een

lunch break at the Depot during Lincoln’s

t
Hugo Padilla
Senior psychology studen
and his 5-year-old son, Kristopher, spend
holidays together attending classes while
his wife works.
“The HSU schedule is so rigid and
nice if
be ld
hard,” Padilla said. “It wou
the time was ans different.”

Local

public schools

and

Kristopher’s’ preschool in McKinleyville
had the day off.
“I can’t help it when my son’s schedule’

Aden said many
of the regulations are

dents’ Day, there is a major discrepancy
between the two systems’ schedules —
HSU’s spring break is the week before the-

“not specific,” thereby leaving them open
to individual interpretation.

Matching school schedules may sound

.” she said. “We've been talking about

public school’s break.

Padilla and Kristopher were taking a

Birthday.

ata a

The Lumberjack

an

societies have dealt with child

like a trivial complaint, but a growing

thas
at the government level for at least 10

population of HSU students are parents

years.”

“We still look at child care through a
‘to school-aged
children and cannot afford to take a day or week off to spend traditional nuclear family,” Aden said.
“The addition of more children on camwith their child,
“I never had to worry about child care pus signals the need for more affordable,
before,” said Laurie Wallace, child devel- quality care,” she said.
Professors discourage parents from
opment senior. “CR (College of the Red-

interferes with mine,” Padilla said. “And

I didn’t ask my instructor (permission)
because he might say ‘no.”
Besides Lincoln's Birthday and Presi-

woods) was on the same semester breaks
as my son’s school.”

Wallace brought her 9-year-old son,

Sketes, to class last Friday when he had

- the day off from Freshwater
School.
i

She said she'll probably have to bring
epi bec Sauna

~ *Just because some students have kids
doesn’t
mean we all have to suffer with
them in class,” said. Tony Jeffers, history

“Those people made a choice to have
e kids,” Jeffers said.
“It’s not the school’s fault that

~~ don’t have a place to stick them,” he sai
Jeffers said he has never been in a class

“where a child was disruptive,
but added
that the potential for trouble is still there.

dent

" Meneationg to the HSU faculty handbook, instructors may exclude any stu-

from class if they feel the circum-

stance
affect the learning process of the
_, Gass, even ifthe action is sssumed.
“Instructors are responsible for the
processin school,” said

Brenda Aden, affirmative action officer.

children to classes held in the

labs or weight rooms because
of pomatial safety hazards.
the other hand, some professors
welcome children into their class.
“I think children that take part in class
add to thea
” said Vince Gotera,
‘assistant ec» aga Motor and creative
writing director.

Gotera, who has three daughters aged

6, 2, and 7 months, said he never had to

ask a student to remove a child from any
of his classes.

“Sometimes students ask my permis-

sion to
sometimes

their children
to class and
don’t ,” Gotera said. “The

breaks are too few to really bring about
any disruptive situations.”
e Gotera aaid haiving HSU and the public

school’s breaks together would be helpful
to him and his children.
“Once when I was baby-sitting I had to
—
» who is now 2, to teach,”

' “What
a disaster — the students were

not interested
in the class, but
in the
baby.”

@ School, work
challengea single
father’s abilities.
By Dawn Hobbs
When he returned from the
Gulf War, biology sophomore

Joe Thompson had no idea he

was to become a member of a

growing minority — single dads.

He has been the custodial par-

ent of his 4-year-old daughter
for 13 months. Prior to last Janu-

ary, Thompson was involved in
court battles to gain custody.

_ “Pm the most capable right
now, mentally and financially,
to take care of her,” Thompson

said. “I want what's best for

Ashley, and what's best for her

right now is to be with me.”

On top of 19 units and a work-

study position at the Office of
ns’also
Affairs, Thompson
Vetera
juggles studying and child care.
Ashley attends the HSU
Children’s Center during the day,

but

after-school

care

for

Thompson's late afternoon
classes presents a problem.
Last semester Thompson had

to dropa class because there was
no room in the after-school prowhen he
gram, but this semester

was denied a space for Ashley,
he managed to arrange a childcare trade with two other parents.
Money also poses a problem
because Thompson ¢an’t work
a

Joe Thompson

because of his hectic schedule.

the Army when he was a 17year-old student at College of

atime

“Child support would behelp-

ful, but not worth
the hassle,” he

said.
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drops off his daughter, Ashley, at the HSU

Children’s Center in the morning before going to his classes.
“At first I felt kind of gypped,”

the Redwoods and lost his job.

“I knew I wanted to continue

with school,” he said. “But the
only way I could feasibly pay for
college was through the GI Bill.”
Being not only a single dad,
. buta student as well, has been a

with Ashley more. Sometimes |
se.”
Although Thompson may be

homework to spend time with

the only single father at the
Children’s Center, he is part of a

ence.
His social life has also suffered
minor setbacks, but he says he
doesn’t regret it.

APARTMENTS

BRAND
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. | bedroom/
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Energy Efficient
Close to HSU
Affordable

ae |

“When I catch myself thinking
that, it makes me enjoy my time

challenge for Thompson — to

REDWOOD
A

a step back and say ‘this is my

. say the least.
“It’s too easy to put off your
your kid,” said Thompson, who
wants to teach high school sci-

1225 B ST. 822-5105

said Thompson, who has been a
member of Tau Kappa Epsilon
since January. “But then F'dtake

feel like I'm missing out, but
= I'm really ‘in’ on something

“NOW RENTING”

maar

Lek l
stakein
Mo Wartti

~

growing nationwide population.

U.S. Census figures indicate the
numberof single fathers between
1980 and 1990 increased
by 87.2
percent.
.
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Back to basics

Children help students learn development
as the college, and she would like to see

By Miki Peterson

more children develop sensitivity toward

TUMBERJACK STAFF

Amid color crayons, construction paper
and 2-foot-high bathroom sinks, the HSU

Child Development Laberatory is a preschool which supplements the learning
experience of college students.
With a total of 40 children enroiled in
the morning and afternoon sessions, each

semester the laboratory is en active place.
“The main purpose (of the iab) is to

serve the needs of the college students
studying human development,” said Su-

the stereotypes portrayed by television pro-

grams.
Having different students play with the
kids or teach them about other cultures

would“enrich everyone's lives,” Willan said.
Willan added that a quality environmeht
is needed to study the behavior of the

children.
The enrollment
of the lab is limited to 20
to 22 children per session, morning or
afternoon. Because of the limited amount

of spaceand the number of teachers, Willan

said increased enrollment would be “overChild development, psychology and
stimulating” to the kids.
nursing majors all use the lab for various _ “There would be too many distractions

san Willan, lab director and head teacher.

assignments and observations.
Willan estimates 50 to 75 college stu-

dents use the lab at different times each
semester. Parents are notified of new
projects which involve the children.
“It’s a great opportunity for students,”
said Christine Krotz, child development

senior and assistant lab teacher. “It’s the
best experience .. - you learn somuch more
with hands-on experience.”
Willan added she would like to see more
students use the laboratory facility to “bring
the diversity on campus into the class-

for this age group,” she said. “It’s
so unfortunate to see children crowded togetherin
a (kindergarten) classroom.”

The lab is a preschool for children 3 to 5
years old. A large majority of the kids are
from families in the community, not children of students.
Children
who arein the lab program
and
need additional day care are sometimes

room.”
She said the communityis not as diverse

HSU Children’s Cente ai
i ime nt

“We've tried to extend our services to

meet people’s needs,” Willan said.
Enrollmen: fees provide about $50,000

Child development major Gabrielle Bennet shares a quiet play time at the Child

Development Laboratory with Jessica Doyle and Zephan Kalinowski, both 3.

Laboratory. Money is also provided by the

lege of Professional Studies
and the Dr.

of the budget for the Child Development ch‘ld development department, the Col-

Emilla Tschanz scholarship fund.

94 budget

be

at
3
ts f

=} 7

off at the lab before hours
or taken

to the Children’s Center after lab hours.
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© Continued from page 11
The center was slated for a new building,

with construction
in 1995, which
would allow enrollment of up to 120 children.

When severe budget problems
began last year,

the date was pushed back to 1997.
The new date to begin construction is 2001.
“When the project was first on the drawing
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board several
years ago, we
prosperityin California,” said Ken —, vd
rector of physical services. “But the recession
hit ... and budgets
are in the red,”
he said.
“Another problem is that voters must eventually pass higher education bonds, and many
voters are disenchanted with the state government and economy, so these types of measures
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! Re-entry center suggests
i HSU assist student parents
From break schedules to day care, the
center thinks the university should help.

if they leave a schedule at the
center.
Needs of student parents,
“the ultimate jugglers,” are
slowly gaining recognition,
said

By Amy Gittelsohn
Many student parents feel

they are working on a second

degree — in child juggling.

They get a crash course in it
whenever their child care system breaks down, the children
are out of school while HSU is in
session or the “Humboldt crud”
comes calling.

There are several things the
can doto help, said Patti
college
Clark, an HSU student and di-
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representative from the re-entry center will go to the next
meeting of the Academic Senate to ask HSU’s break be
changed, she said.
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neglected for a long time,”
Hughes said.

Hughes said it would be difficult to create an academic
schedule
which would jibe with
the various school schedules
parents have to contend with,
but there are other things which
can be done.
a
“Perhaps we could raise the
general consciousness about
providing child care — as a
matter of course,” he said.

Members of the Activities

said.

cludes representatives from
campus groups including

Barriers
to such a

would

Rees Hughes, HSU’s directorof
student activities and leadership development.
The issue is “one that we've

Coordinating Board, which inCenterArts, Associated Students and clubs are looking

be

into providing child care along

funding

and liability issues,
Clark said.
Since Clark’s family falls
through the child care cracks, “I
do schedule all my classes before noon, but it’s hard,” Clark
said, and impossible for students
in some majors.
The center offers a service to
help child care providers reach
a parent in an emergency.
Parents can be tracked down

with the events they plan.
The re-entry center is pre-

paring a survey to get a rough
idea of how many student parents attend HSU and what their
needs are. Students between

the ages of 25 and 59, making
up 30 percent of the student
population this semester, will
be mailed the survey. Parents
under 25 may fill out a survey
at the re-entry center, House
55, room 101.
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lishing a drop-in centeroncampus for older children and infants who cannot attend HSU’s
Children’s Center — a prospect
she admits is distant.

KHSU 90.5 FM Spring Membership Drive

me
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Although there are subsidized

center

Clark is looking into éstab-

CRIME .ON THE RISE IN HUMBOLDT COUNTY?
READ ABOUT IT IN THE MARCH 23 ISSUE.

schools are not.

list is spring break — which

lic grade school in the county. A

10% Off Food When You Bring in This Ad ®

days and in-service days when
HSU is in session and children’s

full, Clark

week after Easter for every pub-

additonal Parking on 7th Street Entrance

classes.
It could also be used on holi-

and her husband, also a student, have two children, ages 8
and 6.

takes place the week before
Easter for HSU students and the

OW THE PLAVA,

children to attend afternoon

in

The first item on Clark's hit

76l Bra STREET-BRCATA,

no after-school care for their

rector of the Adult Re-entry Pro-

The social sciences major
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Such a child care service
would allow parents who have
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Trying to meet growing needs
McKinleyville plans to make wastewater useful
® A kinder, greener

“There are very few direct environmen-

airport helps reuse
community's wastewater.
By Heather Johnson

TOMBERIACK STAFF

McKinleyvill lemaysoon
beable tohandle
the increasing volume of waste it produces.
Proposed is a $2 million expansion of
the Hiller Road sewage plant, which will

include a pipeline to pump treated wastewater into the fields surrounding the
Arcata/Eureka Airport.

McKinleyville oe

treatment

Ad hacKinleyvilte|

tal impacts,”
said Bruce Buel, managerof
the McKinleyville Community Services
District.
to Buel, the biggest issue has
been who will pay for the expansion.
The plan is still in the designing stage,
he said. While funding has not yet been
allocated, possible sources include developer fees ‘and sewage-user rates. In-addition, the MCSD is awaiting confirmation
of a low-interest loan from the state.
While no one source has been decided
upon, Buel said the funding needs have
created some controversy. A series
of public hearings will be held this summer to
discuss financing the project.
Buel said McKinleyville’s
disposal meth-

ods are not sufficient to handle the volume
of waste generated by the increasing
population. He added expansion would

add another disposal area to the existing

Murray Rd.

system.

The treated effluent
is the result of a
cleansing process which takes the liquid
from sewage, puts it through a chlorine

contact chamber and several oxidation
ponds. This odorless wastewater irrigates
agricultural land and drains into percolation ponds in the Arcata bottoms.
Buel said the ponds are cheaper, because the effluent does not have to be
FRANK MINA/ GRAPHICS EDITOR

pumped. Although the plant.had other

Gravel mining
extraction from Humboldt County rivers.

agement program started when environ-

A three-year struggle over river mining
practices in Humboldt County may be

en
Oe

operations
on rivers, but
ote
fish and vegetation habitats and river
systems
to preserve.
The county contracted
with Douglas
Jager, HSU forestry and watershed
management professor, to draft
a management plan and an Environmental
Impact
Report to determine how mining affected
the Mad River.
“There has been a good deal of concern
over a variety of issues,” Jager said.
, the gravel coming down the river

extracted.

:

Jager and his team decided it was in the

best interest of the miners and the rivers
to use as
extraction phi-lesophy:
In the

blanket Lon

eich

ink abel

Kelly. The environmental review process
has already been completed, and a per-

mit from the Regional Quality Control
Board has been issued.
Buel expects the project to be com-

pleted.by the springof 1995.

land and is subject to state and county
laws.

fessor Terry Roelofs said. “There are vari-

The Surface Mining Act of 1975 is the
state law which covers
mining practices.
State law requires a county ordinance

morphology of a river,” HSU fisheries Pro-

mental groups began to raise questions
about mining practices.

moval.

“Similar

things

are going on in the Smith

nasa aaa
and the Klamath. It
can be done right. There is definitelya

demand for aggregate— but sometimes

vel miners, environmental-

ists and lawmakers recently joined to cre

done by the Eureka firm of Winzler and

“Mining can change the vegetation and

ous ways a river responds to (gravel) re-

the miners and environmentalists.
Work to devise a practical river-man-

TUMBERIACK STAFF

options, this new system was “the most
environmentally desirable,” he said.
Following the expansion, the treatment
plant will still use these oxidation ponds,
but the addition of the new system will
increase the plant's capacity.
An environmental. impact. repost. was

Environmentalists, miners agree,
await supervisors’ approval

@ Professor's plan settles dispute over aggregate
By Thad Connolly

MEG LAWS/ THE LUMBERJACK
McKinleyville Community Service District Manager Bruce Buel at facility where
the town, north of Arcata, treats its wastewater.

“There has been a good deal of
concern over a variety of issues. Mainly,
the gravel coming down the river
wasn't keeping up with the amount
being extracted.”
BOLGLAS JAGER
HSU forestry and watershed management professor

to govern mining within the county.
The Humboldt County ordinance requires mining companies to submit plans

which outline what a site will be mined
for and how it will be cleaned up when
the mining
is done.
Miners pay a royalty on the amount of
gravel they remove. a
justed
based on tonnag

amount is ad-

Miners pay siiaiee from $50 to
$2,000 perr load. Yields greater than
100,000 tons cost miners $2,000.
One hundred thousand tons of unproc-

essed gravel is-worth about $480,000.
ao cn gravel araaan
opera
tude codon

county utilize HSU

stu-

dents and other experts to develop a
1
= iteastac one
tmaaaeal Davis
He said a few years ago people didn’t
think it was possible for the two sides to
work together.
The EIR and
drafts still
have to be reviewed by the county Board
of Supervisors.
They will deal with :

So

ne

nee

Fe

ee

gles

to determine yields. A

d method determines the

etation.
Tacs tald, “ini bse weléthinth the
state-of-the-art program
for river man-

n California,
ifnot ... the (United
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Mining law reforms

New bills attempt to revamp 1872 law
able to acquire and mine public
lands at low costs.

™@ Both sides digging in for fight over two
congressional attempts to reform
obsolete mining law.
of the United States and those
who have declared their intention to become such.”

Rahall stated in a press release, “At the rate of $2.50 an
acre, vast amounts of money are
not, by any means, being
. brought into the Treasury courtesy of the law’s inducement to

It was orginally thought that

miners to purchase theirclaims.”

tion and purchase ... by citizens

By Thad Connolly
TUMBERJACK
STAFF
20—OSOC~—~—

Congressional committees are
banging their heads again —
this time over two bills designed
to reform a 120-year-old mining
law, known as the Mining Law

of 1872.
The Mineral Exploration and
Development
Act of 1993, introduced by Rep. Nick Rahall, DW. Va., and backed by President
Clinton and environmental
groups, is designed to bring the
old mining laws up to date.
Mining reformact

Money
not there

—

Main differences
The main differences between

“At the rate of $2.50:an acre,

the Rahall and the Craig bills

vast amounts of money are not,
by any means, being brought

are:
¢ Rahall proposes an 8-percent
production royaltybe
paid by mining companies. This
would be assessed on all mining
costs.

into the Treasury courtesy of the

law’s inducement to miners to
purchase their claims.”

° Craig proposes a 2-percent

net royalty. The fee will be
charged at the mouthof
the mine
after exploration, development,

The Hardrock Mining Reform

NICK RAHALL

Act of 1993, written by Sen.
Larry Craig, R-Idaho, and backed
by the mining industry, has the
same purpose.
The 1872 law states, “That all

congressman, D-W. Va.

valuable mineral deposits in
lands belonging to the United

the law would attract perma-

Administrative and judicial at-

nent settlers and bring in large

States, both surveyed and
unsurveyed, are hereby declared

tempts to mold the Mining Law
of 1872 so it is compatible with

Tre
,
As a result of the 1872 law,
mining companies have been

to be free and open to explora-

amounts of money to the U.S.

modern mineral requirements,

19094 TREK

Tere ; busier onoa

ain GT MOUNTAIN

$200

ownership of public

Reclamation guidelines
The bills have strong reclama-

tion guidelines which require

mining companies to comply
with state laws
toreclamation.
If no state law exists,

federal
law is followed.

Reclamation
ean
the mining site to the ori
condition
once workis complete.
Clean-up costs
Representatives at the Mineral Policy Center, a Washington-based lobbying group, esti-

mate it will cost up to $71.5

billion to elean up the nation’s
abandoned mines.
Rahall’s bill passed the House
in November and Craig’s passed
the Senate in May. Both versions are now
in a joint committee and have yet to pass through
both houses.
When one or the other bill
passes both houses of Congress
it still must be signed by President Clinton.
Because it will be a federal
law, the final version of the bill

will have little impact on mining
in Humboldt County.
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serving the environment.
* Craig’s bill allows patenting

SALE -

SALE ian 3°

°30 - $100

mining and processing costs are
subtracted.
¢ Craig focuses on preserving
jobs and small mining operations in the western states.
¢ Rahall’s bill focuses on pre-

business practices and public of claims on public lands.
land-use philosophies, Reset:
dl
¢ Rahall is seeking to abolish

oo
< SUPER
"each year oa

go so far until they run aun
dab into the inherent deficiencies”
of the law, Rahall stated.
Craig stated in a press release,
“The House bill goes too far,
costing thousands
of jobs in western states, losing potential revcave to te Tisakeny et sind
ing portions of vital domestic
industry scurrying for the border.”
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RIGHT NOW!

TUMBERIACK STAFF

Elvis sang about “Heartbreak Hotel.” Musicians such as Roy Orbison took room and board there every
once in a while. Chris Isaak seems to have takenup permanent residence.
This Saturday, Isaak is leaving his dark, lonely world where love never lasts to perform
two shows
at HSU. Both shows shows sold out in about a week.
,
In March, Isaak and his band, Silvertone, released their fourth album, “San Francisco Days.” The
album has all the romantic crooning of its predecessors, but also includes some more upbeat tracksand a coverof Neil Diamond’s “Solitary Man.”
Isaak, who rocketed from cult fame to international stardom with his third album, “Heart Shaped
World,” is a man of many talents. He decided to turn his talents to singing after bouts as a tour guide
in a film studio and as an amateur boxer.
Isaak, who grew up in Stockton, Calif., listened to mostly country and Western music. He was also
influenced by crooners such as Dean Martin, Ricky Nelson and Roy Orbison, to whom he is often compared.
“Its flatte
but ring
unrealistic. Elvis was an original
— in a leagu
of his e
own,” Isaak said in an interview

with Rolli
Stone magazine.
ng “When people compare me to Elvis or Orbison, there’s no way I'm not going
to fall short. But when you listen to my songs, there’s not much that’s similar.”
Isaak relocated to San Franc
andisco
performed as a soloist
on the coffee house circui
He assembled
t.

Silvertone, which consisted of guitarist James Calvin Wilsey, drummer Kenney Dale Johnson and bassist
Rowland Salley. They released three albums which received rave review
from critics
s but failed to get
radio airplay.
.
When Warner Bros. Inc. was ready to give up on him, director David Lynch wanted to use some songs
for his 1990 film, “Wild at Heart.” The songs, including “Wicked Game,” wound up on the film’s

soundtrack. .
Then Lee Chesnut, the music director at an Atlanta rock station, heard “Wicked Game,” tracked
Cowen 8.2008 of the soundtracand
k put it on the play list. The calls started pouring in, and the rest

is

history.
Isaak and Silvertone were catapulted into the world of non-stop touring, magazine covers and
television a ee
Their neo-rockabil
sound was ly
used everywfrom
soap operas to
here

advertisi
i
ae
.
Along with the fame came the break up of a pair which has been playing together for more than
10 years. Wilsey, who plays less guitar on the latest album than Isaak, was replaced on the eve
Guitar Player Sr
‘
i
aa
ancdas
tinesy with being
venga e forfor the signa ture soun: d that
defines Chris Isaak.” Critics are Duet atthe effect his replacewill
have on the band.
ment
Although recording is his main passion, Isaak has found the time for a movie career as well.
He made cameo appearances in Jonathan Demme’s “Married to the Mob” and “Silence of the

Lambs,
and ”
had a
He just

suppor
role ting
in Lynch’s “Twin Peaks: Fire Walk With Me.”

a his first starring role in Bernardo Bertolucci’s soon-to-be-released

film, “Little Buddha,” in whichhe plays the father of a Tibetan lama reincarnated in an
American boy.

i

“For someone like myself, who never knows when to stop or take a vacation, acting

- See Isaak,
page 20
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Name: Valentine Lewis
Major: Theater arts

Year: Senior
Discipline: Acting, technical
theater
Hometown: San Jose

Age: 21

:

Current production: “Not Quite
Snow White,” opens March 10
at the Van Duzer Theatre

PHOTO COURTESY
OF WARNER BROS.

Jim Carey bites the bullet as Pet Detective Ace Ventura out to find the Miami Dolphins’ mascot.

‘Pet Detective’ pulls out the aces
By. David Chrisman
Ul

s

Some movies are made to suck.
“Ace Ventura, Pet’ Detective”

has all the ingredients of a box
office failure: a leading role
played by a TV celebrity (Jim
Carrey of “In Living Color”), lowbudget casting, a complicated
plot and trained animals.
Despite the traditionally unsuccessful formula, “Ace Ventura”
somehow blends non-stop, slapstick humor with a reasonable,
almost interesting plot.
Jim Carrey, a.k.a. “the white

guy on Fox's television show ‘In
Living Color,” plays a starving
“pet detective” known as Ace
Ventura, who is forced to take on

the challenge of his career in
order to pay his rent. Ventura
must find Snowflake, the stolen
mascot for the Miami Dolphins.
Ventura soon entangles himself in a murder mystery involving an ex-Miami —
who
plots tokidnap
Dan Marino
from
the Super
Bowl.
Carrey’s performance in

his theatrical

debut makes
up for the
questionable
plot. Cameo performances

by

Tone Loc and Dan Marino are
somewhat overdone, but don’t
degrade from the flow of the

e On theater at HSU: “I wish we could get back fo doing
more regular theater. | honestly belleve we’d have more .
people coming to our shows if we didn’t have these bizarre
things that nobody had a clue about.”

movie.

“Ace Ventura” does fail td
specify an audience. Drawn-out
animal scenes backdropped with
Snow White-esque background
music tend to contrast with a
conversation

with

Tone-Loc,

where
Carrey
bends over and
does a ventrilo-

quist act with his

butt cheeks. Never
before has a film
been given a PG13. rating
so
loosely.
Despite
its
questionable
sexual content, “Ace
Ventura” is a much better movie
than its format would indicate—

e On the surrounding community: “! think Highway 101 Isa
real dividing line between this town and the campus. This Is
a very, very conservative area, contrary
to popular belief.
Ths Is a iberal Compus but a very conservative area It has
‘| been placed in.”
e Pians after graduation: “My ideo, after
| take some
teaching courses
Is to take over my old teacher's
classes at
Lincoln (High Schoo! in San Jose) and teach acting and
technical theater.”
e On teaching: “The nice thing about teaching Is that | can
stil do shows or take courses for my MFA. I'm not one of
those people who Is kind of caught In a rut and has to stay

in school.”
e On graduating
and moving: “I'm a definite
city person. |
like the peaceful tranquilityup here,
but I’m not an outdoors
person. If | have to go somewhere without my hair dryer,
then forget it. | may go to the beach once in a while, but |
need a Nordstrom nearby.”
— Brenda Bishop

it certainly doesn’t suck.

FRI

MARCH
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8pm

RICHARD
THOMPSON
Legendary guitarist with a hot back up band!

$is General / $12 HSU Students / Van Duzer Theatre

WED

MARCH

Q

7PM

MARIA aT TEATRO FLAMENCO
Maria Benitez has been
called “this generation's
greatest flamenco’

Folk troubadour whose hits include
“Ramblin’ Boy,” “Last Thing On My
Mind,” and “Bottle of Wine.””

inn Hhniiiinil

$ 6 Students & Seniors

_

$12 Students
& Seniors
Van

BY wae PAXTON]

ate

dancers, singers
$15 General

ST. PATRICK’S DAY

Thursday, March 17, 7pm,
at Larrupin' Cafe.
A benefit for CenterArts.

=<

MARIA
BENITEZ

SPECIAL

Van Duzer Theatre.

dancer.” An
incredible

and musicians.

TOM PAXTON

Includes an Irish dinner

ALLAN VOGEL, oboe

Very limited seating, act now!

A world class master. Principal oboist with the Los Angeles Chamber Oesheee.
$10 All tickets / Fulkerson Recital Hall

Coupland’s ‘Life After God’
collection continues study .
of ‘wasted youth’ generation
By Mark Smith
TUMBERIACK STAFF
Generation X is a misnomer.
Canadian author Douglas Coupland,
known for his stunning novels of apa-

thetic twenty-somethings searching for

of mixed hope and desperation.
oan are Creatures,” a man in
st of a
divorce drives
young daughter to the home of
“golf-wino” grandfather.
Coupland writes the story as if

the
his
her
the

character
is writing the tale for his child.

God and quality hair products, hasbeen _It reads like a normal travel diary except
the most widely quoted “authority” on

for revelations of pain and confusion.

those born between 1961 and 1975.
Holed up in a hotel room, he tells her
Never mind the fact he was born a stories which leave her mystified but

year before
the “Bust,” Coupland pops

upin the periodic

“wasted-youth”

articles, saying
something

open a door to his soul.

“Well, Clappy

the

Kitten

was

going

to be

movie

star one

a

memorable and
day. But then she
witty. Despite his
rang up too
dubious status as
bills
on
her
a post-boomer,
MasterCard and
Coupland’s novhad to geta job as
els, “Generation
a teller at the
xX” and “ShamHong Kong Bank ©
poo
Planet,”
of Canada to pay
speak to a disenthem off. Before
franchised generation expected to fare long she was simply too old to try beworse financially
and socially than its coming a star — or her ambition disapparents.
.
peared — or both. And she found it was
“Life After God,” Coupland’s newcoleasier to just talk about doing it instead
lection of interconnected
short stories, of actually
doing it and ...”
delves deep into spiritual emptiness—
“And what?,’ you asked.”
“You are the first generation raised withThe father cannot go on. He can only
out religion” — dead-end jobs and the wonder about “stories of these beautieternal search for the Joyce-like “magic ful little creatures
who were all supposed to have been part of a fairy tale
epiphany.”
Coupland’s characters are familiar, but who got lost along
the way.”
like composites of the reader’s friends

and loved ones.
All of the stories are in first person,

based on characters who seem suspi-

ciously similar. They attempt to transcend the mind-numbing crush of being
human.
Tied together with an ironic flavor
based on pop culture’s crass commercialism, these eight stories almost uni-

formly end with a jack-in-the-box vision

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE ARCATA THEATER

Holly Hunter and Harvey Keitel form an unusual relationship in “the Plano.”

‘Piano’ plays like typical fairy tale
By Julle Yamorsky

Distraught
at the idea of losing

“The Piano” has all the makings of a fairy
tale—a brave hero, an evil villain, adamsel
in distress and even a moral at the end.
Mysterious and
the movie's

appeal is in its timeless allure of good
conquering
bad and everything working
out at the end.
During arepressed, Victorian period, Ada,

played by Holly Hunter (“The Firm,” “Broadcast News,”) voluntarily stops talking at
age6. Instead,
she relies on her daughteras

a translator
for her words and her piano as
an interpreter for her emotions.
A mail-order bride from Scotland, Ada
moves toan unfamiliar muddy world tolive
withashylandowner
in the remote
bush of
19th century New

, regaining ownership

ing all the black keys for different sexual
acts.

For one black key, he’s allowed to caress
her. He’s allowed to look up her skirt for a
more.
For ten black keys, she takes off her hoop
skirt, pantaloons and lace-up corset and

lies naked with her tattooed neighbor.
Ada’s newfound sexuality is in sharp
contrast to her O
braids tied
to her face and her layers and layers of
pristine clothing.

Without question, the piano solos are
beautiful. The music carries the story per-

fectly, slowing down to seduce Baines,

speeding
up to ward
him off.
Directed
and written by Jane
i
“the Piano”
is a story
placed in
history. With its na-

Coupland writes of these lost creatures who are looking for something —

anything— but don’t know where to
begin.
“The Wrong Sun” and “In the
Desert” don’t come off nearly as well as
the masterful “My Hotel Year” and

“Things That Fly.”
These are stories you want to read
aloud to appreciative friends, loaded

with ironic side tales and marvelous
insights.

the piano,

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Sam Neill (“Jurassic
Park,” “The Hunt for
Red October,”) refuses to bring her piano from the beach and
then gives her prized possession to their
neighbor Baines.
Baines, played by Harvey Keitel

(“Reservior Dogs,” “Thelma & Louise,”)
becomes obsessed with Ada’s talent and
“likes to do certain things while she plays.”

in artetaninmrinaaningian

———

er

ive

passion

and

sexual honesty, this
love triangle would
turn into a bitter legal mess in most movies.

There are parts in the film that hurt too
much to watch and scenes too frightening
to see.

In the end, it is a simple story of right and

wrong which will probably quickly be forgotten.
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Name: Valentine Lewis

Major: Theater arts
Year: Senior
Discipline: Acting, technical

theater
Hometown: San Jose

Age: 21

Current production: “Not Quite
Snow White,” opens March 10
at the Van Duzer Theatre
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Jim Carey bites the bullet as Pet Detective Ace Ventura out to find the Miami Dolphins’ mascot.

‘Pet Detective’ pulls out the aces
the challenge of his career in

By. David Chrisman
u

order to pay his rent. Ventura
must find Snowflake, the stolen

s

Some movies
are made to suck.

mascot for the Miami Dolphins.

“Ace Ventura, Pet’ Detective”

Ventura soon entangles himself in a murder mystery involving an ex-Miami —
who
plots
to kidnap
Dan Marino
from the Super
Bowl.
Carrey’s performance in
his theatrical
debut makes

has all the ingredients of a box
office failure: a leading role
played by a TV celebrity (Jim
Carrey of “In Living Color”), low-

budget casting, a complicated
plot and trained animals.

Despite the traditionally unsuccessful formula, “Ace Ventura”
somehow blends non-stop, slapstick humor with a reasonable,

almost interesting plot.

up

Jim Carrey, a.k.a. “the white
guy on Fox’s television show ‘In
Living Color,” plays a starving
“pet detective” known as Ace
Ventura, who is forced to take on

questionable
plot. Cameo performances by
Tone Loc and Dan Marino are
somewhat overdone, but don’t
degrade from the flow of the

Bss
Z

movie.
“Ace Ventura” does fail to
specify an audience. Drawn-out
animal scenes backdropped with
Snow White-esque background
music tend to contrast with a
conversation

with

‘|

Tone-Loc,

Lincoln (High Schoo! in San Jose) and teach acting and
technical theater.”
e On teaching: “The nice thing about teaching Is that I can
still do shows or take Courses for my MFA. I’m not one of

does a ventrilo-

quist act with his

butt cheeks. Never
before has a film
been given a PG13
rating
so
loosely.
Despite
its
questionable sexual content, “Ace
Ventura” is a much better movie
than its format would indicate —
it certainly doesn’t suck.

the

RICHARD
THOMPSON

\

been placed in.”

e Plans after graduation: “My ideal, after
| take some
teaching courses Is to take over my old teacher's classes at

where’
Carrey
bends over and

FRI

those

people who Is kind of caught in a rut and has to stay

in school.”
e On graduating and moving: “I’m a definite city person. |
like the peaceful tranquillity
up here, but I’m not an outdoors
person. if | have to go somewhere without my hair dryer,
then forget It. | may go to the beach once in a while, but |
need
a Nordstrom nearby.”
— Brenda Bishop
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Legendary guitarist with a hot back up band!
$i5 General / $12 HSU Students / Van Duzer Theatre
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e On theater
at HSU: “I wish we could get back to doing
more regular theater. | honestly believe we'd have more .
people coming to our shows if we didn’t have these bizarre
things that nobody had a clue about.”
e On the surrounding community: “I think Highway
101 is a
real dividing line between this town and the campus. This Is
Q very, very conservative
area, contrary
to popular belief.
Wa
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NARIA BENTH1 TEATRO FLAMENO
Maria Benitez has been

called “this generation's
greatest flamenco °
dancer.” An
incredible

company of
dancers, singers
and musicians.
MARIA
BENITEZ

$15 General
$12 Students
& Seniors

Van
Theatre

Folk troubadour whose hits include

“Ramblin’ Boy,” “Last Thing On My
Mind,” and “Bottle of Wine.”
$10 General
$ 6 Students & Seniors
Van Duzer Theatre.

Beier)
ALLAN VOGEL, oboe

TOM PAXTON

SPECIAL
ST. PATRICK’S
DAY
APPEARANCE
BY TOM PAXTON!
Thursday, March 17, 7pm,
at Larrupin’ Cafe.
A benefit for CenterArts.

$30 All tickets
Includes an Irish dinner
Very limited seating, act now!

A world class master. Principal oboist with the Los Angeles Chamber Gears.
$i0 All banat / Fulkerson Recital Hall

Coupland’s ‘Life After God’
collection continues study
of ‘wasted youth’ generation
By Mark Smith

of mixed hope and

Generation X is a misnomer.

Canadian author Douglas eae

known for his stunning
novels of apa-

tion.

midst st ofodaughter
f a« painfulto divorce
drives
drives hishis
the home of her

young

“golf-wino” grandfather.

Coupl
writes the and
story as if the

thetic twenty-somethings searching
for character is writing the tale forhis child.

God and quality hair products, hasbeen _Itreads like anormal travel diary except

the most widely quoted “authority” on for revelations of pain and confusion
those
ph

born between 1961 and 1975.
eam nr ~_— born a

rh

year

Holed up in a hotel room, he tells her
stories which leave her mystified but
the Kitten was

articles, saying

rege 5
: a

Bh

oe

rang up too

s nov-

had to get a job as

poo

—

Yamorsky

traught

oe

piano,

hansen cameweeibhar camber te

“The Piano” has all the makings ofafairy _ ing all the black keys for different sexual

tale—a brave hero, anevil villain, adamsel

a teller at the |

Sham-

appeal is in its timeless allure of good

conquering bad and everything working

Hong Kong Bank | out at the end.

of Canada to pay

disen-

generation expected to fare

worse financially and socially than its

“Life After God,

wane

acts.

bills on her | in distress and even
a moral at the end.
For one black key, he’s allowed to caress
MasterCard and
Mysterious and
themovie's _ her. He’s allowed to lookup her skirt for a

Planet,

parents.

mies

iain

the piano, regaining ownership after earn-

day. But then she

els, “Generation

Xx” and

wduaer

movie star one

lu eee
as
paw en bomer,
i)

juile

going to be a

something

Cbintea 62 We

Piano’ plays like typical fairy tale

a door to

“

aie

Holly Hunter and Harvey Keitel form an unusual relationship in “the Piano.”
‘

heehee

before

nails

|

es

snewcol-

lection of interconnected short stories,
delves deep into spiritual emptiness ~

“Youare the first generationraisedwithout religion” — dead-end jobs and the

eternal search for the Joyce-like “magic

epiphany.”

Coupland’s characters are familiar,
like composites of the reader’s friends
and loved ones.
All of the stories are in first person,

them off. Before

|

long she was simply too old to try be- |
coming
a star — or her ambition disap-

For ten black keys, she takes off her hoop

skirt, pantaloons and lace-up corset and

During arepressed, Victorian period,Ada, _ lies naked with her tattooed neighbor.

playedbyHollyHunter(“TheFi“Broadrm,”

cast News,”) voluntarily stops talking at
age6. Instead, sherelies onherdaughteras

Ada’s newfound sexuality is in

contrast toher O:

braids tied closely

to her face and her layers and layers of

peared — or both. And she foundit was | a translator for her words and her piano as _ pristine clothing.
easier to just talk about doing it instead | an interpreter for her emotions.

of actually doing it and ...”

‘And what?,’ you asked.”

Without question, the piano solos are

A mail-o
bride from
rder
Scotland, Ada _ beautiful. The music carries the story per-

moves toan unfamiliar muddy world tolive

§ The fathercannot goon. Hecanonly | withashylandowner
wonder about “stories of these beauti- | intheremote bushof

ful little creatures who were all sup- |

19th century New

posed to have been part of a fairy tale

Zealand.

fectly, slowing down to seduce Baines,

speeding up to ward
him off.

;

Directed
and writ-

ten by Jane Campion,

but who got lost along the way.”
Shortly after arrivCoupland writes of these lost crea- | ingonthe beach, her

tures who are looking for something—

anything— but don’t know where to

“the Piano” is a story
placed in

Sam Neill (“Jurassic

begin. “The Wrong Sun” and “In the
Desert” don’t come off nearly
as well as

human.
Tied together with an ironic flavor
based on pop culture’s crass commercialism, these eight stories almost uniformly end with a jack-in-the-box vision

“Things That Fly.”

then gives her prized possession to their

These are stories you want to read
aloud to appreciative friends, loaded

neighbor Baines.
Baines, played

the masterful “My Hotel Year” and |

with ironic side tales and marvelous
insights.

history. With its naive passion and
sexual honesty, this
love triangle would

husband, played by

based on characters who seem suspiciously similar. They a
t to tran-

scend the mind-numbing crushofbeing

couple more.

Park,” “The Hunt for
Red October,”) re-

fusestobringherpianofromthebeachand

turnintoa bitter legal messin most movies.

There are parts in the film that hurt too

much to watch and scenes too frightening
by Harvey

(“Reservior Dogs,” “Thelma

Keitel

& Louise,”)

becomes obsessed with Ada’s talent and
“likes to do certain things while she plays.”

to see.

In the end,
it is a simple story of right and

wrong which will probably quickly be forgotten.

§ D>
~Paul Mitchell
Nexxus
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~Redken
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Recycle « Refill & Save!
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Radio show documents

‘Icarus Variations’ studies

African history through
music, storytelling

stability, responsibility
By Timothy Hall

By Gabe McDowell

Thumbs up for “Icarus Varia-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

tions,” a first-time production of
New York playwright Brian Wil-

Few groups in the American cultural melting pot have
had such
an impact on any one thing as the African-American culture has

liams’ latest creation.
The play is a fresh look at the

had on the development of a distinctly “American” music.

theme of people trying to take
control of their lives through the

KHSU is airing a series of programs produced by National Public

Radio and the Smithsonian Institute which document the history
of African Americans through song and music, storytelling and
historical analysis.
The series, called “Wade in the Water: African American Sacred
Musical Traditions,” airs Saturdays from 3 to 4 p.m.
The series was conceived by Bernice Johnson Reagon, the
curator of the Division of Community Life at the Smithsonian
Institute National Museum of American History and founder of

perceived support and stability
of those around them. But, in
fact, everyone is looking the

wrong way. They must look to
themselves and take responsibility for their actions.

During the student protests of
the early 1970s, a university's
music department was annihi-

eo

the Smithsonian’s program in African-American Culture.

“When our ancestors taught these songs, they were teaching
history lessons,” stated Reagon in a press release.
The series is divided up into 26 parts, with each broadcast
focusing on a particular topic as it chronicles the development of
African-American spiritual music and studies its impact within as
well as outside of the African-American community.
It features a mix of storytelling, monologues and performances
focusing on the genres of leading gospel composers and singers,
and on major musical traditions, including spirituals, hymns,
quartets and gospels. It showcases the best of modern gospel as
well as rare archival material enhanced for broadcast by digital

lated by a bomb blast. The explo-

sion destroyed a composer’s work
and took the life of his only son.
The story begins 17 years later
when Addison Brand, a co-con-

spirator in the bombing played
by HSU theater arts graduate stu-

dent David Marion, returns to
the scene of the crime. Addison,

who has been on the run since
the bombing, happens to be the
only person who knows the details surrounding that fateful

processing.

Reagon is a scholar, author, composer and performing artist.
She is founder of the internationally acclaimed vocal ensemble,
Sweet Honey in the Rock, and was active in the civil rights
movement of the 1960s as a member of the Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Committee Freedom Singers.

Isaak

evening.

“Icarus Variations” is directed
by Jim Spalding, HSU theater

He keeps the pro- John Hughes, left, and HSU theater arts graduate student David
arts professor.
{

by Jimmy Pugh, Johnny Reno
and
Gatton.
“My big hope is that they'll buy
me a new suit, send me out to
some radio stations and let me
hand out the record,” Isaak stated
when asked about the latest
release’s promotion.
“After that I want to get the
band souped up again. I’m dying
to get some greasein
my hair and
go out and play.”

© Continued from page 17
is a great diversion. It’s a whole

different tempo,” Isaak stated in
a press release.

After the excitement surround-

ing “Heart Shaped World” died
down, Isaak went back to the
studio. He stated he wanted “a
little bit of growth” on the album
and tried a myriad of new things.
It features guest performances

t

Ast & E Streets |
Old Town, Eureka '

445°2371
5

es

ot
¢

wy
¢

duction tight and

unpredictable,

Marion costar in “Icarus Variations,” playing through March 5

especially
at the end of the first at the World Premiere Theater in Eureka.
act.

Aura Ketron plays the concerned Christine, who dropsthis
first-act

bombshell.

H
er
strength in
this character gives the
banter between the
characters a

sense of re-

alism.

Addison in, but she is hindered
by Rainie, Christine’s daughter,
played by Naja

Several years ago, as part of
the HSU Season of New American Plays, Williams’ “I Lionel”
was produced.

If you can find
the time to look
away from the
action for a moment, check out
the set design.
Spalding has in-

According
to Spalding, “Icarus

Brickell.

615 4th St., Eureka
fol *42-S728

Gordon,

corporated risers —
todistinguish
between
the differ-

the music professor
whose sonis
killed in the blast, is played by
John Hughes. He discovers
Addison’s true identity and attempts to take his revenge.
Winnie, the police officer and

friend of the family, is played by
Jean Carver. She hopes to take

ent rooms and settings. Carefully placed pieces of furniture
also provide effective props. A
sculpture of Icarus, a character
from Greek mythology whosymbolizes ambitious
acts which end
in ruin, looks down upon the
stage. It's magnificent.

Variations” won a contest several years ago and received a

stage reading. But this is the first
time the play has been performed
and produced
to the artist’s specifications.

“The biggest advantage (in
performing
at the World Premiere
Theatre) is that they only do original works,” Spalding said. “So
it’s a challenge to create some-

thing that has never been done
before. And there’s a responsibil-

ity to try and make this first production of a script unique and
from the playwright’s

point of view.”

Beastie EP proves boys will be boys
By Mark Smith

with the back-to-basics sound of
it’s last album, “Check Your
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Unique merchandise from thevel

Some things are better left
unsolved (or unheard), as Spinal
Tap would say.
For the Beastie Boys, it’s days

before rap stardom fall easilyinto
that category.
“Some Old Bullshit,” a 14-track
EP of mercifully out-of-print pre“Licensed to Ill” material, should
have been buried deep — very
deep. The vast majority of these

ing

«goed

Head.” Hopes of continued
grooves in the vein of “Head” or

even the terminally
funky “Paul’
Boutique” are
summarily
dashed with

This is not what most Beastie

Boys fans would expect, even

CDs run), music this weak should
be sold for no

Album

the goofy (and

terrible) “Egg
Raid
on Mojo”
and , Transit
a
ee
Revolution”

ventures into
arody,
rock band, which
would be hilarious
if only

in itself is sometimesan
oxymoron.

former 12-inch single which foreshadows
the present-day
Beasties. Although the list price
of the
CD is $11.99 (low
as far as

“"Pedhapa
the caly eving grace
of "Bulle" is "Cocky Bisa,” a

more
than $2. Any
more than that
and it should
be a
felony.
As this year’s

Lollapolooza

nears,
the Beasties
will share the
e
with headliners Nirvana and the Breeders.
ks rd
ban a from
from where they shouldn’t
be —

on stage.

oa
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‘Jacks pound Stanislaus to win NCAC title.
lm Women hoopsters overcome

opponents to clinch playoff birth.
By Kevin Melissare
For the first time since the
1988-89 season and only the
second time in HSU history, both
HSU’s men’s and women’s bas-

ketball teams will head to the
post-season.
After the teams wrap up the

regular season at Chico, they
will start on the road to the
conference championship — by
two completely different paths.

The Lady ‘Jacks (10-1) continued to steamroll their way
through the conference with a

weekend sweep of CSU Hayward
od CSU eben.
In a close 71-63 victory
over the Hayward State
Pioneers (3-8) Friday,

junior forward Tonia

Coleman kept the Lady ‘Jacks
ahead with aggressive play at
both ends of the court, resulting

in 19 points and 14 rebounds.
Junior guard Trina Dukes sealed
the victory with a clutch steal

with 40 seconds left in the game.
Saturday's game saved the

excitement until the end, as the
Lady ‘Jacks extended their win-

ning streak to 11 games with a
victory over the Stanislaus Warriors (6-5) 82-60, and claimed

the Northern California Athletic
Conference title.

The Lady ‘Jacks then took
turns cutting down the net,
bringing a tradition once reserved for such juggernauts as
UCLA, North Carolina and Indiana to HSU.

With the NCAC title in hand,

pavio uNwsPorTsepiton

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION

Tonia Coleman appears to be reaching for number one in this photo illustration. TheLumberjacks
face Chico tommorrow and begin playoffs in the East Gym next Wednesday.

:

the first in Lady ‘Jack history,
the championship tournament
will be held at HSU.
The first game will be Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the East
Gym. Tickets will go on sale
today at the ticket office. No
passes will be accepted.
Unlike the women’s team, the
men’s team had toliterally push,
fight and occasionally throw
players to the ground to get into

the playoffs.

Butit edged
in and did soina

fashion.
On Friday,
the ‘Jacks (8-5) ate
up Hayward (3-10) 80-57 behind strong offensive showings
from senior guard Rich Murphy’s
20
points, senior center Scott

Mather’s 14 points and sdéphomore forward
seven assists.
But the true
was junior
Stewart, who

Matt Trepinski’s
star of the game
forward Kevin
put up 13 points,

11 rebounds and three steals for
the ‘Jacks.
Three Lumberjack seniors,
guard Chris Guptill, center Scott

Mather
and forward Rich Murphy
played their last regular season
game at home Saturday when

the ‘Jacks blew out the Stanislaus
Warriors (5-8) 73-52.
Once again Murphy was the

high scorer with 27 points, but
junior forward Eric Aitken gave
a strong performance with 11
rebounds and eight points.
The ‘Jacks not only finished

the season with a sweep of both
Stanislaus and Hayward, but
locked up at least the fourth seed

in the NCAC Tournament.
They will finish the regular
season tomorrow against coneae leading Chico State (10The Chico Wildcats have
beaten the Lumberjacks seven
straight times, including earlier
in the season 94-89.
A victory in Chico would give
the Lumberjacks a three-game
winning streak for the first time
this season and lead them into
the tournament with muchneeded confidence.
But in order to beat the Wildcats, the Lumberjacks, who are
5-2 in their last seven games and
4-2: in conference road games,
must control NCAC Player of the
Week, junior Frankie Rodriguez,
and senior Aaron Martella.

Martella had 30 points and 11

rebounds the last time Chico and
HSU met.

HSU will either head to Chico
or San Francisco State, depend-

ing on this weekend’s outcome,
to start the tournament March 2.

Senior basketball stars go out with a bang

By Kevin Melissare

TUMBERJACK STAFF

complimen-

apprecia

tary plaque and family photo with HSU

President Alistair McCrone — but center
Julie Mack and forward Rich Murphy
ae
Seite are ea
tO

Taking full advantage of the spotlight,

oe two a
eir

ee

ts

HSU's record book

air tear ”
niches

A former star for the Stanislaus Warmentionein
riors and all-NCAC honorabl

1991-92, Mack dominated the boards —

against her old team and tied HSU’ssinglegame record for rebounds by picking up
20 boards.
Mack, a McKinleyville native, topped
off her record 20 rebounds with 14 points,
shooting 5-6 from the field and 4-6 from
the line.
But that is nothing new for Mack who's
been solid all season.
nt
bedi. Nageag Lecea
throw percentage

percent),

in
cent), fifth ao

(12.6 points a

second in field-goal percentage (47 pergame) and fourth in rebounding
(8.5

game.)

It is no surprise then that it was Mack

who cut down the net and held it high
above the team in victory.
But the night
was just getting started for

the players.

Murphy picked up where Mack left off,
taking his picture and plaque and heading
for the HSU record book.
AMoorepark Community College transfer, Murphy led the ‘Jacks in a rout of
Stanislaus with 27 points.
In the process, the 6 foot, 7 inch, 165—
forward set a new HSU singlerecord, surpassing Daryl
Westm
3 55S points in the 197980 season.
With
14 minutes, 23 seconds
left in the

, who had landed
his
second half,
1,000th career point at HSU the

night, picked up his SS6thof the seasonto
break
the record.
The record now stands at 562 points
with one game to go.
Like Mack, this Ee dheeiiideiniene tomne
as no surprise to
or the team
because he already was the league leader
in scoring (22.4 points per game) and is
=
free-throw percentage (83 percent.

But if
y wants to cut down the
net and hold it above his team in victory,

he will have to do it as tournament
champion.

_
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=4 Murphy pushes back,
thwarts physical play
a

Se I

He works

Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS,

around

the hard

|) knocks, and an elbow won't stop
“If they're beating up ona you,

ways

a.

ee
Murphy

n

~hacked,”
said teammate Amir
El-Farra. “He knows how to get

as

open. He'll find a way.”

Feb. 25-26

Cameras > Supplies
Photo Finishing

per weight class
Weigh-ins are in the Intramural

Wedding, Portrait & Commercial
Photography by Philip Dresser

Sign-up deadline is Feb. 21 Matches will
be held in the Wrestling Room, Forbes
Complex Rm. 125. Weight Groups: 118,
126, 134, 142, 150, 158, 167, 177, 191, &
HVY. Weight groups are subject to change.

get-

ting
mugged

HSU Intramural

4pm, Feb. 22

versity and high school teams in
Venezuela. -

Murphy

Events:

Office at

onstration games against uniAmerica,”
games we

played for them— they loved
every minute of it.”

Tournaments
and

6-9pm on Fri. & 9-4pm on Sat. $5

daca’
after seeing payers
the
face in the Third World,
es
“it motivates you to make your
life better.”
Murphy said he played in dem-

“It’s big in Murphy said.

Upcoming

Wrestling Tournament:

Spanish senior,

Monday - Friday 9:30 am to 6pm
Saturday
9:30 am to Spm

chose to major in

Spanish because of his family

and

missionary

work.

“My

mother was born and raised in
South America, so it was part of
my heritage.
“I always wanted to learn my

mother’s native tongue,” he said.
After Murphy returned from
Venezuela, he stopped playing

basketball for Moorepark be

Murphy, ranked 28th top . cause of a dispute with a player.
Murphy moved to Provo, Utah,
scorer in the nation’s Division II,
where he red-shirted for one
took a long road to HSU.
year and played in city intramu“On this team I’m the old man,”
ral games, scoring
40 to 50 points
the 24-year-old Murphy said.
a game.
He played at Moorepark Com“I thought, ‘hey, I can play.’ |
munity College near his homecan play organized
ball,” Murphy
town of Simi Valley, after which
he went to Venezuela for two
See Murphy, next page
years to do missionary work.

JOIN 75 CYCLISTS
ona

CROSS-COUNTRY BICYCLING ADVENTURE

Superteam Tournament

he

|| studying grassroots development issues first|| hand. Depart Seattle, Portland San Francisco,
f]
Brownsville (TX) or Montreal; converge at
the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C.
Focus is AIDS & alternative transportation.
Portland route is ALL WOMEN.

April 23, 24
First 8 ‘Theune: are in!!!
$20 Forfeit fee.

12
Contact

June 10—August 22, 1994

players per team maximum

APPLY NOW!

Darrell, Andy or Mellissa for more details

Intramural Fast Pitch Tournament

We'llbe on the Quad
Thursday, Feb. 24.

April 28-30

1-800-289-1326 or 415-431-4480

Games played at the Arcata Sports Complex
$100 per team, $60 per student team

|
=

ASA Rules
8 team double elimination
for info call Darrell at 826°6011

Intramural Ping Pong Tournament
March 5, 6
Eats

A&B Levels
Godin is March 3, 5pm

for registration materials and info

DROP-IN
RECREATION
Volleyball - Tue, Thurs 7-9pm; Sun 23:45pm
Basketball - Mon, Wed 7-9pm; Sun. Noon-

1:45pm
§ Badminton - Sun. 2-4pm

Soccer - Fri. 7-9pm;

Sun. 4-Spm

who

are joining

Freiman,
D.O., Michael Garrett, M.D.,
George henhart, MD.D., TuTuanHoward
Luu, M.D., Clark Rosenberry, D.O., Ken Sliver, M.D.

The only
group
or ed

exciusiv
ee
cached tres
oy

esidency trained

aera

ee

PROVIDING EXCELLENCE INN EMERGENCY CARE
A Siaters of St. Joseph

of Orange

445-5040

Corporation

North Coast Emergency Physicians, P.O. Box 6068, Eureka, 445-8121 ext. 117

Murphy
NCAC

Continued from previous page
said.

Bi See

a

od

both (styles of play); the real

After meeting his future wife

Heidi, who was a student at
Brigham Young University,
Murphy _ returned
to
Moorepark. There his coach

helped him search for a university.
He said he was grateful he

could play at HSU and return
to school.
“Humboldt gave me a
chance to get back in school,”
Murphy said.
“It took some adjusting; I

hadn't played in a while,” he
said.
But he also said he can’t
play next year because his eli-

gibility will run out. The NCAA
restricts the number of semester a student can playin intercollegiate sports.

About the recent escalation
of the physical game when the
Lumberjacks face their opponents, Murphy said “I like them

elegance is nice because it’s

not as hard.”
In contrast,
“the more some-

one beats upon you, the more
of a desire you have to outplay
that person,” Murphy said.
great player, he really wants
the ball,” El-Farra said.
El-Farra said the first time
he heard of Murphy was last
year when he heard the ‘Jacks

had been down by one point
against Sonoma State, and
“Murph hit a three-pointer to

win it.
“(It) kind of foreshadowed
what was in store for me,” ElParra said.

Softball
Jennifer Fritz drove in three
runs and Melanie Howard
pitched a two-hitter
to boost HSU
over S.F. State, 7-0, in the sea-

at the
ment
The
three

San Bernardino Tournaover the weekend.
‘Jacks travel south for
doubleheaders this week-

end. Friday they face Menlo
College, Saturday they open th

year, he doesn’t want to leave
the court behind.

Rugby

won’t

He wants to coach in the
future, possibly in Los Angeles or Mexico.

81123
72828
8829
67367
67233
758 -28
766 -70
755 83
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14 11
14 11
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560
560
400
385
280
240
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686 -15.4
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17 6
11 13
9 16
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11 14
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.708
738
456
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The Lady ‘Jacks were rained

out of a scheduled appearance

wear the green and gold next

Murphy

760633
@02756
615637
615 740
4462705
305 73.0
231 60.6
231 672

63.0
768
78.7
76.7730 3.7 Won2
68.6678 18 Wont
76979.0
-2.1 Lost!
678762
-64 Lost4
68.9609 -120LceS

son opener Thursday.

Northern California Athletic
Conference season against
Hayward State, and Sunday they
play St. Mary’s College.

Although

10 3
9 4
8 5
HSU
8 5
UC Davie
6 7
Stanislaus
§ 6
Hayward State 3 10
Sonoma State 3 19

The HSU rugby team beat
Santa Cruz 19-5 Saturday, bringing its record to 5-0. The team
faces Stanford University Saturday at 2 p.m. at the Arcata Sports
Complex.

x-H8U
UC Davis
Chico State
Stanislaus
Sonoma State
Hayward State
S.F. State

Of. Def.
75264.1
729560
63.066.7
64.7668
658718
57.6678
56.6620

+
Streak
11.1 Wont!
14.9 Won4
-3.7 Wont
-2.1 Lost!
-6.0 Lost5
-102Lce3
-3.4 Lost4

Thursday
HSU at Chico State
Playorf Pileture
can Wainy ASE. State or at Chico
State.
(" HSU beats Chico and Notre Dame loses
“Rs game, then HSU plays S.F. State in the
third playoff
.
ae

Next Tuesday at East Gym at 7:30 p.m.
(Opponent
to be announced).
Tickets go on sale today af the University
ce
General public
$6.
Students and children $4.

No passes allowed.

¢ Scanning
- $5 per scan
* Full Serve Laser Typesetting
I.

10% Student Discount with Student LD.
Not valid with other offers, postage &

1573
Member
of the ADA, CDA

The

Academy

and

Northtown

of General Dentistry

442°1763
618 Harris Street, Eureka

G Street - 8
( over

)

Good Thru 3/2/94 » One Coupon Per Customer Please

Sports Bar & Grill
Newest Sportsbar & Grill in Town

our valid Student I.D.
ama ——et $1 off a pitcher of beer or
any menu item
Lunch 11:30-2pm, Dinner 5-9pm

Best Burgers in Town
109 4th Street (between B&C Streets)
Next to the Matador Hotel
445-9327

ring this ad in and

get2forlon
Wednesday!

the footbridge

—

»

16h&GS

kinko’s
thecoswcenter

sh&VS.

ARCATA

the Copy center

EUREKA

TOT7

Arcata

ship ng services

822-8712

Open 7 Days

445-3334

coceunt
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EDITORIAL

Wednesday, Feb. 23, 1994

Student parent needs shouldbe p art of HSU diversity
Although
HSU claims
to have a vested interest in issues of diversity,
it unwittingly overlooks an underrepresented segment of the campus

population.

From its recruiting video, holiday schedule and on-campus accom-

modations to class scheduling, HSU has shown little foresight about

meeting the needs of student parents.
_.
Those involved with producing the Se

lengthy inclusion of minority students. However,

video boast its

the video shows no

one older than 25 nor anyone with children. The administration’s
response to this observation is that the video is shown primarily at
high schools. If the administration wants to lure people to this
ee the video should accurately reflect the university’s demographics.
Even though the student body voted two years ago to align the
university’s spring break with that of the public school system, the
administration neglected to include this recommendation in its
academic calendar. With the breaks occurring on separate weeks,

student parents are forced to find alternative child care or bring their
children to class. This is not even to mention the fact that student
parents have little time to spend with their children as it is.

Since several of the state’s campuses have on-campus family

housing,

HSU

should follow the example

set by its peers and

accommodate all of its population. Instead of using empty housing

on campus to lodge traveling sports teams and convention-goers,

why

not reorganize the situation to _—— eae housing
e administration stated it purposefully scheduled late

classes this semester to make better use of the —

didn’t the administration foresee that this would

needs?
afternoon

pus facilities. Why

cause a flood of

after-school care requests at the HSU Children’s Center and provide

the center with funding to adjust its staffing to meet the demand?
Several student parents who were denied after-school hours are
graduating seniors and were forced to either find alternative care or
drop the course.
Unfortunately, the magnitude of this problem cannot be assessed
because the administration has no idea how many student parents
even exist. The admission
packet has an optional space for people to
mark if they are a minority, disabled or a veteran to enable the
university to meet the needs
of these populations. The university
must open its eyes, count its student parents and meet their needs.

Letters to the edit
Job diversity needed
I read both sides in your Feb. 9 edition
on the Headwaters Forest issue. In my
years here I have seen many things change
in people, jobs, opinions and economy.
One of the first things I noticed about

this area when I moved here was the few
jobs available. I learned early the main
way to have it made was tohave a mill job.

I also noticed as a result of this county

Can we make jobs restoring the rivers to
their original state? Can we increase tour-

ism? Can we attract non-polluting industries here?
The possibilities are there, but as long
as we put timber on top of the Humboldt
County economy, we are delaying taking
the next important step. That step is eco-

nomic diversification.
Bambi L. Peters

favoring the timber industry, many things
happened to other jobs. The jobs were
ruined, cut back or never developed.
Newjob development concerns me most.
As long as the timber industry is so highly
valued by people in local government, it
will be hard to change from a timber
economy to one which is made healthy by
a variety of jobs. When just one industry is

Eureka

highly valued, the result can be cata-

toward Hindus and Moslems.

strophic when things change.

I guess it can find other things to cut
down — but it can never be the same as it
was when redwoods were abundant, and

logging was unchecked. As far as pulp
mills — talk about ruining a good thing.
All this beauty and those smokestacks

spewing out their poison. A good idea?
NOT!
We're on the edge of a huge ocean—
can we figure how to use that resource
more without mucking it up? As far as our

rivers — many have heen hurt by logging,
einbess
Das aeons
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Columns bias offensive
I would like to comment on
opinion column, “Gender bias
world,” where Pastor Clayton
some generalities and biased

last week’s
around the
Ford made
statements

Indians do respect women, and that is
why they have already had a woman
prime minister. I am not defending the
world, and I am also
not saying the killing
of girls does not happen in these areas.
But I am saying every country
has its own

problems, just like America.
Whereis your
American sensibility
when it comes to the
gender biases in America?

|

Ford also makes an unjustified state-

ment about the Chinese males and illegal
I would like to ask you this,

tion, and how many Chinese people have
you interviewed to find why they came to
America? I believe neither the feminist

nor the ecofeminist groups fight for rights
for grown women
only; they fight for
liberation of all females in general, as well
as the Mother Earth.
Finally I would like to ask the pastor if
he has read the Koran or Gita before he
made his claim about Hindus and Moslems, | am proud to say Higdus and Mos-

lems have a very rich culture and
tion. Well, pastor, take some free
from me — clean your own house
trying to clean others’ and, also,
best in your preaching.

tradiadvice
before
all the

Navin Chandra
graduate student, environmental systems

See

Letters,
page 25

OPINION.
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Cultural sensitivity

|

latru Devo Bhava’: an Indian woman’s point of view
By Shalini Krishnamachari
é

I found the opinion column in
the Jan. 16 issue titled, “Desire
for sons means death for daughters,” by Clayton Ford disturbing. As an Indian woman and a
Hindu, I would like to present a
different view of Indian culture
and Hinduism. There have been
instances of female infanticidein

' India, but it is neither as wide-

spread nor as acceptable as Ford
suggested. Female infanticide is
a crime punishable by law, and a

person who commits it is treated
of law.
in a courter
as a murder
If sons are preferred over
daughters in Indian culture, then

who is to blame? How did this
preference come to be? India has

gone through centuries of inva-

the 300-yearin g
sion, culminatin

long colonization by the English.
Most of the invading armies went

for the women,

made it

necessary for the people of those
times to keep their women in
seclusion to ensure their safety.

Some of the practices of not letting outsiders come in contact
with women are results of such
societal disturbances. The cus-

tom of men and women not eat--.

‘ing together can be seen as a
vestige of such an old societal
need. I am sorry Ford’s “American sensibilities” were offended

by his observation that men and
women did not eat together, but

an important question is: Whatis
American?
I disagree with the statement
“the status of women in India is

for the most part low.” India had
a woman prime minister, Indira

Gandhi, for a number of years.
We have many women in Parlia-

ment, who are elected represen-

The government is trying
raise awareness
on issues such
female education, the crime
infanticide and health care

to
as
of
for

stance where women

are put

down or said to be inferior to
men. In the 20 years of my life,
being a Hindu did not mean! was

tatives
from their constituencies.
There are many women who are women through laws, health-care
in any way inferior
to a man. |
professionals, social workers,
reforms, television commercials
think Ford got the religion confeminists, homemakers, airline
and the like.
fused with the culture. Here
is a
pilots, athletes, entrepreneurs
I am highly offended by how
very common Hindu teachingin
and so on.
Ford’s column made it sound like
Sanskrit:
Matru Devo Bhava (Rea
are women in rural ar- killing
deal —
eas who live lives of amazing
let’s Bers
by and
strength and courage. I've seen
forget about it. Killing is not an and talked to women who take
intrinsic part of our religion or
care of the farm, raise a family . our culture. What mother would
as God), Athithi Devo Bhava (Fiand putin 12to 14 hours of work gladly kill her baby? Female in- nally, revere your guest as God).
each day. If their efforts are not
fanticideis a sick, demented pheI think that answers the sweeplauded as much as they should
nomenon and a crime commiting generalizations
made by Ford
be, it’s because they're living in a ted by some people that is very
in his column.
society which is still very patriarmuch condemned by our relichal in its organization. These gious leaders and lay people alike.
Krishnamachari is president of the
women are not quiet, however;
As for Hinduism, I am in the
International Students’ Union
they are making strides toward
process of reading our holy books, and an environmental resources
progress in their own lives.
and I have not found one inengineering junior.

Letters
° Continued from page 24

eral. While she was inside, the doorman
proceeded to harass those of us waiting
whonenoutside and also every woma

tered the party.
Our friend’s keys were given to another

Display not a problem

fraternity member just as she returned to
the door. The original doorman denied
ever having seen her or her keys and
barked obscenities at her. We tried to
reconcile the situation to no avail. He
threatened to “pound” my friend's “head
into the fucking cement,” among other
obscenities.
Finally a sober fraternity member re-

In the Feb. 16 issue of The Lumberjack,
Susan

Edwards

wrote

she found

my

fraternity’s Library display “offensive.” She
claims the Delta Sigma Phi display promoted “unrestrained
and portrayed women

as “sex objects through

tastelessly chosen photographs.”

There was absolutely nothing in our
display which encouraged alcohol abuse.
There were admittedly beer mirrors in our
display, but there certainly were no signs
encouraging anyone to drink these bever-

turned our keys and attempted an apol-

ogy. We had been harassed, degraded and
wasn’t
simply
and this apology
threat
ene
d,
enough.
ages to excess.
This is one of many physical or oral
As far as sexist portrayals
of women in| harassments which female acquaintances
our display, the poster in question was of of ours have received from this fraternity
the “Jagerettes,” containing 11 models
house. This kind of oppressive, threaten-

posing on a field of grass. The women are

ing behavior cannot be allowed to continue. We fully intend to report this occur-

all fully clothed and are not posing in a

manner which can be called degrading.

tC

seems as if Edwards thinks any photograph of attractive women is sexist, regardless of its content.
As far as our display not promoting a
community service, Edwards obviously
suffers
from a case of creative eyesight. In

».

rence to the Greek Council.
If you are a woman, beware. The inhab-

itants of the fraternity house claim propSneigene ene Sams ve Dae any way
they please. If you are on their property,
you are at risk.
.

_ Our intention is not to defame the Greek

our display was a certificate of appreciation from the March of Dimes, given to us
as a result of our volunteer work for that

associations affiliated with HSU, but to
inform others of our experience.

organization,
as well as a certificate from

Megan

our National Headquarters honoring our
chapter for being above the All-Mens’ GPA
average
at HSU.
Edwards suggests the Library come up
er eee
te
etc te Laer
and cannot be.
in the Library
display case. She goes on to say this is not

Cooney

Harassment threatening

This letter is in response to the way we
fraterwere treated in front of a,
sober
party d
at the ve
. weeks ago, ‘we arri

to thinkof Humboldt, Mendocino
and Del
Norte counties as a bio-region where the
needs of the people who live here, not the

incessant consumer desires of those far

paper-packaging without ravaging our

yi
ideas.

isfy the world’s appetite for paper and

beautiful forests.

As for the government not having sufficient monies to buy parklands, it sure has
enough money to send military and DEA
troops over every inch of Humboldt County
razing hemp farms, flying attack choppers
over civilian homes and arresting anyone
in the vicinity.
Finally, I am sick and tired of all these
timber people wagging their tongues on
how “do-gooders” are the ones who don’t
have “balance.” How can Bongio have a
balanced viewpoint if he’s involved with
the timber industry? If I said everyone
should drink beer while I worked for a
beer company, would I be giving a balanced viewpoint?

Dylan Fierro

hil

Travis Deem
senior, natural resources

Lumberjack one-sided

|

I think The Lumberjack is working hard
toward building a notorious reputation
for presenting one-sided arguments, as
well as for having poor judgement about
what is a valid, well-supported column,

versus one based on false information.

I think it is pathetic my voice is repre-

sented by a newspaper which has the bad
judgement to print a column such as “Desire for sons means death for daughters.”
In the column written.by Clayton Ford,

in India,” are unsupported and thus in-

Sex and war not related

be less warlike
and violent ... .”
There is, in fact, no historical truth to
this statement. If you analyze many of the
most warlike peoples in history, you will
see a common thread emerge — the open
of homosexual relations
between soldiers.

When the list of armies

Bongio’s Feb. 16 letter eee
ters-Forest
not needing protection.
First

using this practice is read, it becomes a
veritable “who's who” of military history.
Among these are the Romans, the Persians and the Greeks — most notably, the
Spartans. Why is it they
engad
in the

in decline is because the.

ee

y of eco-

alae

facts such as “Infant girls are being ...
killed by the thousands (perhaps millions)

junior, history

sexual openness and expression tend to

I'd like to make a rebuttal to Aldo

I would advise that in the future you

away, are met. This can be accomplished
by legalizing hemp; this way we can sat-

cally that cultures with a high degreeof

Forest needs protection

riddles the pages of history can only be
overcome by logic and compassion,
not by
the abandonment of morality or by embracing other sexual lifestyles.
analyze any such arguments before placing yourself in an obviously unstudied
position. It will add validity to your cause

which states, “It has been shown histori-

bring it up at all, it probably is.

Sam Nord

An approach Bongio might consider is

I am writing this in response to the
letter by Paul Andrade in the Feb. 16 issue

senior, art

“a matter of censorship.”
If she has to

junior, English

roads and chain saws.

ate

ee nee errengancenively

_ you are very ill-inform
to the
ed'as
nature

valid. Where did Ford get this informa_ tion? Did he witness millions of baby girls
being murdered while he took his stroll
through Kerala?
_—

Ford tells his readers to ease up on
criticizing Christianity because Hindu and

Moslem women have it worse. Has Mr.
Pastor read the Koran or the ancient Vedas
so he can support his statement? By saying “Hindu” or “Moslem” he is
attacking the religions without knowing
diddly about them.

As a practicing Hindu, I can say the
scriptures say nothing about women. being inferior to men. The oppression of
women in India has to do with the attitudes of male superiority, not with the
religions.

This column should have been returned
to the writer for need of substantial
evi-

dence of what was stated as fact. Also, |

|
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OPPORTUNITIES

PERSONALS

FOR RENT

FORSALE

HOUSE
MAINTENANCE
POSITION AVAILABLE at Youth
Educational Services (Y.E.S.). 3
hours/week. Contact Kimberly at

I'M LOOKING FOR ELIZABETH

PYTHIAN
CASTLE APARTMENT
ROOMMATE WANTED. Victorian
downtown apartment with bay
windows andturrets, closeto HSU.
It’s a two-story, two bedrooin flat!

MUST SELL! TWO BIKES, Men's
Eagle 18speed, $200. Neven used
ladies’ 10 speed in great condition,
$100. Will bargain! 826-0622.

Call 822-6062.

ARMSTRONG FRENCH FLUTE,
excellent condition $650 OBO.

826-4965. Federal Work Study

position.

RYDER. Please call Lis Trageser

at 822-7262.
COME

“OUT”

AND

JOIN THE

PARTY Thursday 7-9 p.m. Join

RECEPTIONIST

NEEDED:

Federal Work Study
available at Youth

position
Educational

GLBSA atthe Multicultural Center,
House 55. For more information
call 826-5929.

Services (Y.E.S.). 10 hours/week.
Contact Kimberly at 826-4965.

SERVICES

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED
AEROBICS for men & women. 90
min. complete workout w/
warmups, aerobics & stretching.
$3 drop-in or $20 for 8 classes.
MWF 5:30-7 p.m. Judo Hut on “F”
St. by City Hall. Great music! s11

| WILL REPOT YOUR PLANTS—
BEAUTIFULLY. Small to large.
Cacti, vines, tropical. Prune.
Shape. Create cactus gardens. No
answering machine. Mornings
best. Let ring. Kara 826-2858. a2

LAKE HAVASU, AZ is America’s
new Spring Break
Hot Spot. Spend
4+ days at America's largest party
for as little as $99. Top-name
Concerts,
Comedians
and
Celebrities. “The Lake Will Roar in
‘94.” CALL 1-800-4HAVASU. |
GREEKS & CLUBS— Earn $50$250 FOR YOURSELF plus
up to
$500 for your club! This fundraiser

costs nothing and lasts one week.
Call now and receive a free gift. 1800-932-0528, Ext. 65.

AUTOMOTIVES
1978 VOLVO 264GL $300. Needs
work but has good parts. More
information available at 822-5280.
‘67 DATSUN ROADSTER! Runs

beautifully. looks great topless.
Dark red. Good tires, new brakes,

greatfor beachtrips,
cruisin.’ $2000

TIRED OF SALON PRICES?
Spiral or bodywave perms $19.99.
Experienced with references. Call
for an appointment. 822-4728.x2

NEW TOWNHOUSES NEAR
HSU.
2 bedroom, 1 1/2bathrooms,
dishwasher, large refrigerator,
energy efficient water heater and
range., Coin-op laundry. $600/mo,
a security. 826-0225 evenings

CLUBS

& ORGS

WANTED: LESBIANS, GAYS,
BISEXUALS for social fun times
Center. Forfurtherinformation call

TAX PREP. Fully licensed/insured.
Specialize in student returns, eve./
weekend appointments, rates start
at $15. Student discounts. Cal Tax
Association. 677-0248.
413

OTHER CLASSIFICATIONS ARE
ALSO AVAILABLE for you to use
to send amessage to someone, to
announce an event or meeting or
to advertise for something you
need. Orsomething you just want.

SWEDISH-ESALEN MASSAGE
Enjoyin your own home (if desired).
Student/Senior discounts. Mention
this ad and receive 1/2 off yourfirst
massage. Michael 826-1924. x2
HENDERSON STREET WORD
PROCESSING, for all your typing

needs. Phone (707) 443-6128.a16

OLYMPIC
ROLLERBLADE
HOCKEY happening right here at
HSU. Grab your blades, stick and
come out for some fun. 822-5068.

Anne Marie 445-5817.

a2

THRILLS
SEAHORSES— Enjoy horseback
riding on beautiful Clam Beach—
individuals, groups, parties—
excellent rates, terrific horses. Also
mountain
horsepacking
adventures in the Trinity Alps
wilderness. Any riding level OK—
839-4615, 839-4946.

Place your Classified Ad at the University Ticket Office before
Friday, 4 p.m. for Wednesday's paper. Or mail your ad to:
The Lumberjack Newspaper
Humboldt State University
Arcata, CA 95521
Just $5 for 25 words, 10¢ for each word after that.
(All ads must ve prepaid.)

SPECIAL STUDENT RATE!

$2 for 25 words,5¢ per word thereafter.
(Mustbe placed at the University Ticket Office)

IF YOU THINK HORSEPACKING
INTO THE WILDERNESS might
interest you, please leave your
name/number at 839-4946. No
obligation! We’recheckinginterest

level in the community.

Most VW's and Japanese

!
Cars

4 cylinder $20 incl. gaskets
6 cylinder $30 inclocakets
some models slightly higher Exp. 3/4/94

loaner bikes ‘maces

TUESDAY
EVENING
REPORT
7 p.m.
Tape replay
at 9 & I1ip.m.

Producedby
HSU journaiiem students

era
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MACS, MACS, MACS! Mac
Plusses, ImageWriters. Recycled,
restored, guaranteed. Macs forthe
Masses! 677-3421. Grass roots
computing, dirt cheap.

826-5929.

Improve your Gas

822-3770

OBO.

in a safe environment. Thursdays
7-9 p.m. House 55, the Multicultural

Valve Adjustment Special

& Hobbes
by Bill Watterson

excellent condition,$120
826-2768.

Light up
your life...
use the
Lumberjack
Classifieds!

Quality Service « Affordable Prices

OTIVE
sae

WORD
drive,
memory, Spell Check, manual,
tutorial disk, extra disks andribbon.

0

MOTHERPEACE
TAROT
READINGS. Stuck in a rut? Want
a new perspective? Brief &
extended readings. Sliding scale:
$5—$45. Debbi, 822-5048. a2

NOTICES

$ REWARD FOR FINDING A
BLACK/PURPLE COLUMBIA
reversible jacket, lost at Marino's
Bar on Friday night. 826-0908.

NEW ONE BEDROOM, in Arcata
near campus. $425/mo, $425

deposit. Call 839-0674.

822-4273.

LOST & FOUND

$265/month, not including utilities.

¥ SMITH-CORONA
PROCESSOR,
disk

call

This week’s
PUBLIC
ACCESS
PROGRAM

SCHEDULE
Thurs,
Feb 24
8:10 p.m. EVALUATING TREES
FOR HAZARDS

Fri, Feb 25
7:00 p.m. TELECOMMUNICATIONS &
.
HUMAN NEEDS

Sat. Feb 26
9:00 p.m. IMPULSE with
Duke Santiago
9:30 p.m. NORTHCOAST
SURF SHOW
ements

826-3456

|
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Friday Night Concerts in
Old Town Is presenting
Fiesta En Febrero 8:15 p.m.
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829-6064

Thursday

ae expedition
Africa: Slide show at

There will be a variety of
the Fargas Family Band

and
Folklorico dancers.
Admission is

$7 general, $5

‘

¢ Center Activities: Vegan

Musi

USIC
e Humboidt Bay Coffee

Co.: Folk-rock guitarist Chris

Kroeber is performing 7:30
to 10p.m., 211 F St., Arcata.

Se
the

USA,

ussia,

e HSU music department:

Kurt Berger's student recital

Peruvian and Argentine.

Admissionis free.

§§_ e Arcata EducationalFarm

826-3531.

in becoming shareholders in

Co.: Jazz guitarist Richard
La Preziosa, folk guitarists

p.m. at the farm. More
information ts available at

Hall, Admission is free. More

acai

e HSU Small Business

discussion focusing on
African-American business

§ owners noon to | p.m..,
Siemens Hall 115. It’s open

to the public. More

open

meeting for those interested

a community supported

e Humboldt
Bay Coffee = agriculture project | to 3

Institute is presenting a
video presentation and

and vocalists Ray Fisher
.

826-0261.

pode Sasa —
—_ information is available at

444-3969.

826-4762.

e Club Latinos Unidos
dance 9p.m. to 2 a.m. at

—_Loleta Firemen’s Hall.
General admission
is $12

upcoming seminar, *A

and members and students

Better World for Our:

with ID Is $6. More

Children and for Us.” More —_ information is available 442information is available at = =—s-:(1172.

445-2290.

° Sierra Club Redwood

—« Shrubs and strategies
for low-maintenance

Music

ee

¢ HSU music department:

Student recital 8 p.m. in

Fulkerson Recital Hall.

Admission is free. More
826-3531.
7

.

AWesday

a,

Cetera

¢ Career Events:

Interviewing techniques 4
p.m. in Nelson Hall West
232. More information Is
availableat 826-3341.

Black History Month

Wednesday 23

Et Cetera

the lobby of the Eureka inn
11 a.m. to discuss
his

27

information is available at

information is available at

¢ Black History Month educational documentary
Topic

series
eae

—

tural

—

ouse 55.
-

Thursday 24
¢ Soul food in the Depot 10:30 a.m. to 2

wo

p.m.

|< Black Comedy Night: A special tributeto AfricanAmerican comedians 6:30 p.m. in Founders Hall 118.
Sunday 27
¢ Talent

uchanan Room

More sciveumatinn anaueainectadan History Month is

ChapterNorth Group: Fem _—| available at 826-3364.
Canyon hike along James

. landscaping: The lectureworkshop will take place

Irvine trail. More information
is available at 822-2894.

——=

SUMMER JOBS

SeGusa

Mexican Peruvian, Afro-

Music

Et Cete

e Benjamin Spock will
hold a press conference in

Friday25

dance forms such as Spanish,

wilbehddngan

p.m. anda CPR class 6 to
9 p.m. More information is

available at 826-3357.
°

126. The lecture-

demonstration will show

26

wal

e HSU Mexican Folkloric

Dance Association presents
_ El Ballet Folkorico
de Stanford
—7 p.m. in Forbes Complex

Spm infukenonRecial

information Is available at

Indian Food class, 5:30to7

eidats

informations available at

Cooking and Nutrition -

"

Saturday

442-0278.

information is available at
822-4673.

Ke

available at 445-7351.

Music and dance including

children under 12. More

Adventure's Edge 7:30 p.m.,
650 10th St., Arcata. More

More information is
available at 444-3969.

College
of the Redwoods’
Lakeview Room. Admission
_|s free. More informations

students
and seniors and $3
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noon to 1:30 p.m. in

Arts Council:
¢ Humboldt
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© Birth control services

2316 Harrison Ave.,
Eureka
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Semmattens

40-208
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For the best summer of your life,

see your career center for more
information
or call Camp Counselors
USA @ 800-999-CAMP or write
CCUSA @ 420 Florence St..
Palo Alto, CA 94301
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Sun.- $1.00 off all burritos

FICTION © POETRY
POLITICS

1854 9th Street, Arcata ° 822-3441 ;
(under the biue awning between H &I St.)
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822-7602
OVEN-BAKED SANDWICH:

SPECIAL

Large Featured

ics

_ Combo Pizza

THE PLACE WHERE

|

° 4 Soft Drinks

THE

$ DOLLAR $
IS RESPECTED!

&

A SOFT DRINK

$4.50

Hoagie Roll or Pocket
Style
¢ Meatball

;

.

° BBQ Chicken or Beef

Value-Priced Pizza

¢ Ham, Turkey, Pastrami & Beef

e Vegetarian

° Create Your Own

Lower Beer Prices

Michelanielo’s

:
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Good Value Quickie Lunch

6th & H ¢ Arcata

$22-76
02
Expires 2994

——

Pasta & Salad Bar

Michelanjelo’s
|

:
6th & H « Arcata

$22-7602
Expires 3/22/94

PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS ¢ TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS ¢ INTERNATIONAL MAGS, NEWSPAPERS
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